
CITY of NOVI CITY COUNCIL 

cityofnovi.org 

Agenda Item 2 
March 11, 2013 

SUBJECT: Preliminary approval of the request of Toll Brothers, Inc. for The Meadows of Island Lake 
of Novi JSP12-65, for inclusion of the subject property into the existing Island Lake of Novi 
Residential Unit Development (RUD), and modifications to the RUD concept plan. The 
subject property is 40.68 acres of land located near the northeast corner of Ten Mile Road 
and Wixom Road. The applicant is proposing a 7 4 unit single family development that 
would be Phase 7 of the existing Island Lak,nof Novi development. 

SUBMITTING DEPARTMENT: Community Developm~~{o~'pbrtment- Planning 

CITY MANAGER APPROVA~ 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

Toll Brothers is proposing to add a 40.68 acre parcel near the northeast corner of Ten Mile 
and Wixom Roads to the existing Island Lake RUD in order to construct 74 single-family 
residential units. The proposed road system would connect to existing Acorn Trail to the 
north in "The Vineyards" Phase 3C of Island Lake, and provide a new road connection to 
Wixom Road directly across from Drakes Bay Drive. The applicant indicates this phase 
would be considered part of the Island Lake community, sharing the existing clubhouse, 
open space and recreational facilities with the remainder of the development. The 
proposed "Meadows" phase is directly adjacent to other phases of Island Lake to the 
north, and on the west side of Wixom Road. 

Per the materials submitted in response to staff reviews, staff concurs that there are 
currently 784 units constructed or approved in the existing Island Lake development. The 
addition of 7 4 units would bring the total number of units to 858 units, which is still fewer 
than the amount permitted in the existing RUD Agreement (884 units). (Please note the 
planning review letter indicates 773 units have been constructed or approved in the 
existing development. This was later shown to be in error and 11 units short of the actual 
total.) With the addition of the 40.68 acre parcel, the Island Lake of No vi Development will 
consist of 956.7 acres in total. Slightly more than half (50.5%) of the total acreage of the 
Island Lake Development will be preserved as open space. 

Intent of the Residential Unit Development (RUD) option 
As an optional form of development, the RUD allows development flexibility of various 
types of residential dwelling units (one-family, attached one-family cluster). It is also the 
intent of the RUD option to permit permanent preservation of valuable open land, fragile 
natural resources and rural community character that would be lost under conventional 
development. This is accomplished by permitting flexible lot sizes in accordance with 
open land preservation credits when the residential developments are located in a 
substantial open land setting, and through the consideration of relaxation of area, bulk, 
yard, dimensional and other zoning ordinance standards in order to accomplish specific 
planning objectives. 

This flexibility is intended to reduce the visual intensity of development; provide privacy; 
protect natural resources from intrusion, pollution, or impairment; protect locally important 



animal and plant habitats; preserve lands of unique scenic, historic, or geologic value; 
provide private neighborhood recreation; and protect the public health, safety and 
welfare. 

Such flexibility will also provide for: 
• The use of land in accordance with its character and adaptability; 
• The construction and maintenance of streets, utilities and public services in a 

more economical and efficient manner; 
• The compatible design and use of neighboring properties; and 
• The reduction of development sprawl, so as to preserve open space as 

undeveloped land. 

Amendments and revisions to an approved RUD plan shall require all procedures and 
conditions that are required for original submittal and review for amendments that are 
considered "major changes". The addition of land area is considered a "major change", 
so full review of the ordinance standards is necessary at this time. 

The ordinance states that an RUD shall include detached one-family dwelling units, as is 
proposed in this phase. The applicant has not proposed any attached units, clubhouses, 
churches, schools or other uses that may be permitted as a part of the proposed 
development phase. While a variety of housing types is expected in an RUD, the overall 
density generally shall not exceed the density permitted in the underlying zoning districts. 
The applicant has provided a statement that the proposed density will increase from 0.89 
units/acre to 0.96 units/acre if the RUD Amendment is approved. The Island Lake 
Development is a combination of R-1, One Family Residential, and RA Residential 
Acreage zoning. 

Lot Sizes 
The applicant has requested a modification of the lot size and width requirements as 
follows: 

• A reduction in the RA minimum lot size from 43,560 square feet to a minimum of 
12,000 square feet. 

• A reduction in the RA minimum lot width from 150 feet to 90 feet. 

The City Council may modify lot size and width requirements where such modification will 
result in the preservation of open space for those purposes set forth in Section 2402.38 of 
the Zoning Ordinance and where the RUD will provide a genuine variety of lot sizes. The 
plans indicate that a total of 13.7 percent of the area in this phase will be maintained as 
open space. The applicant has provided a summary of lot sizes throughout the entire 
development. In the proposed phase, lots range from approximately 12,000 square feet to 
28,719 square feet, allowing for some variation in lot size. This is consistent with other 
phases of Island Lake of Novi, which has a variety of lot sizes throughout the development. 

Side Yard Setbacks 
Additionally, the applicant has requested a three (3) foot reduction in the required ten 
( 1 0) feet side yard building setback. The City Council is authorized to grant deviations 
from the strict terms of the Zoning Ordinance with a Council finding of the factors listed in 
Sec. 2402.6. The applicant has provided justification related to the requested deviation 
indicating there is a conflict between the originally approved RUD and current City 
ordinances regulating driveways necessitating a three (3) foot deviation in certain 
circumstances to accommodate side-entry garages. A minimum of 20 feet of separation 
between houses would still be maintained. Please see the attached exhibit from the 
applicant detailing the request. 



Submittal History 
Late last year, the applicant submitted an RUD Plan, RUD Amendment and Preliminary Site 
Plan showing 75 single-family residential units. The Planning Commission held a public 
hearing on December 12, 2012 for the submitted RUD Plan. Relevant meeting minutes are 
attached. At that hearing several members of the public expressed concerns. Primarily 
due to deficiencies in the application submittal requirements, the Planning Commission 
postponed consideration and adjourned the public hearing to a date to be determined. 
The applicant subsequently submitted a revised RUD Plan, RUD Amendment and 
Preliminary Site Plan proposing 74 single-family units (1 fewer than previously proposed). 
The eliminated unit has been converted to open space and parkland and the applicant 
has offered to contribute $25,000 to the Island Lake Homeowner's Association to be used 
for the expansion of the existing swimming pool deck. The applicant has also included 
several features to aid pedestrians, including a sidewalk connection to the proposed 
Dinser Drive sidewalk, a crosswalk on Wixom Road and the construction of approximately 
928 feet of missing sidewalk within the Wixom Road right-of-way on the excluded property 
south of the proposed development. 

The Planning Commission held a second public hearing on February 13, 2013 and 
recommended approval of the revised RUD plan. Relevant meeting minutes are 
attached. 

If the RUD Amendment is approved by the City Council, amended RUD Agreement 
documents will be considered for approval at a future meeting, followed by site plan 
approval in the usual course. 

RECOMMENDED ACTION: To grant preliminary approval of the Amended Residential Unit 
Development Plan for the Meadows of Island Lake of Novi to be added to the Island Lake 
of Novi RUD (Amended RUD Plan), with the total number of units permitted in the Island 
Lake of Novi RUD including the added 40.68 acre parcel, not to exceed the currently 
permitted 884 units. This preliminary approval, including the lot size modifications and 
building setback deviations, is, subject to and conditioned on Council's final approval of 
the Amended RUD Plan and Amendment to the RUD Agreement required by the Zoning 
Ordinance at a future meeting. This motion is based on the following findings, lot size 
modifications, building setback deviations, and conditions: 

Determinations (Zoning Ordinance Section 2402.8.A): 
a. The site is zoned for and appropriate for the proposed single-family residential use; 
b. Council is satisfied that with the proposed road connections, sidewalk and 

crosswalk improvements, added parkland, and contributions to the existing Island 
Lake of Novi amenities, the development will not have detrimental effects on 
adjacent properties and the community; 

c. Council is satisfied with the applicant's commitment and desire to proceed with 
construction of 7 4 new homes as demonstrating a need for the proposed use; 

d. Care has been taken to maintain the naturalness of the site and to blend the use 
within the site and its surroundings through the preservation of large Walnut trees 
along Dinser Drive and the preservation of approximately 13.7% of the site as open 
space that include a new park; 

e. Council is satisfied that there will be clear, explicit, substantial and ascertainable 
benefits to the City as a result of the Amended RUD, including but not limited to 
improvement of traffic circulation, inclusion in the existing storm water treatment 
system, orderly and efficient layout and construction of water and sanitary sewer 
utilities, and pedestrian safety improvements. 



f. Factors evaluated (Zoning Ordinance Section 2402.8.B): 
1. Subject to the lot size and lot width modifications also being approved by 

this motion, all applicable provisions of the Zoning Ordinance, including 
those in Section 2402 and for special land uses, and other ordinances, 
codes, regulations and laws have been or will be met; 

2. Council is satisfied with the adequacy of the areas that have been set aside 
in the existing and proposed addition to the Island Lake RUD development 
area for walkways, playgrounds, parks, recreation areas, parking areas and 
other open spaces and areas for use by residents of the development; 

3. Based on and subject to the recommendations in the January 28, 2013 City 
traffic consultant's review letter, Council is satisfied that the traffic circulation, 
sidewalk and crosswalk features and improvements for within the site have 
been designed to assure the safety and convenience of both vehicular and 
pedestrian traffic both within the site and in relation to access streets; 

4. Based on and subject to the recommendations in the January 28, 2013 City 
traffic consultant's review letter, Council is satisfied that the proposed use will 
not cause any detrimental impact in existing thoroughfares in terms of 
overall volumes, capacity, safety, travel times and thoroughfare level of 
service; 

5. The plan provides adequate means of disposing of sanitary sewage by an 
extension to and connection of the sewer in Dinser Drive that will allow for 
future connections and service for properties currently without sewer service, 
disposing of stormwater drainage into the existing Island Lake storm water 
treatment system, and supplying the development with water by extensions 
that will allow for future connections and service for properties currently 
without water service; 

6. The Amended RUD will provide for the preservation and creation of 
approximately 12% of the site as open space and result in minimal impacts to 
provided open space and the most significant natural features, including the 
mature Walnut trees along Dinser Drive; 

7. The Amended RUD will be compatible with adjacent and neighboring land 
uses for the reasons already stated; 

8. The desirability of conventional residential development on this site in strict 
conformity with the otherwise applicable minimum lot sizes and widths being 
modified by this motion is outweighed by benefits occurring from the 
preservation and creation of the open space and establishment of the park 
facility that will result from the Amended RUD; 

9. Any detrimental impact from the Amended RUD resulting from an increase in 
total dwelling units over that which would occur with conventional 
residential development is outweighed by benefits occurring from the 
preservation and creation of open space and the establishment of the park 
facility that will result from the Amended RUD; 

1 0. Council is satisfied that the proposed reductions in lot sizes and setback 
areas are the minimum necessary to preserve and create open space, to 
provide for the park site, and to ensure compatibility with adjacent and 
neighboring land uses, primarily the existing Island Lake of Novi RUD 
development of which this site will become a part; 

11. The Amended RUD will not have a detrimental impact on the City's ability to 
deliver and provide public infrastructure and public services at a reasonable 
cost as evidenced by the proposed connections and benefits to the storm 
water, sanitary sewer and water systems already stated; 



12. Council is satisfied that the applicant has made or will make satisfactory 
provisions for the financing of the installation of all streets, necessary utilities 
and other proposed improvements; 

13. Council is satisfied that the applicant has made or will make satisfactory 
provisions for future ownership and maintenance of all common areas within 
the proposed development; and 

14. Proposed deviations from the area, bulk, yard, and other dimensional 
requirements of the Zoning Ordinance applicable to the property enhance 
the development are in the public interest, are consistent with the 
surrounding area, and are not injurious to the natural features and resources 
of the property and surrounding area. 

g. Modification of proposed lot sizes to a minimum of 12,000 square feet and 
modification of proposed lot widths to a minimum of 90 feet is hereby approved, 
with this approval based on and limited to the lot configuration shown on the 
preliminary plan as last revised, as the requested modification will result in the 
preservation of open space for those purposes noted in Section 2402.3.B of the 
Zoning Ordinance and the Amended RUD will provide a genuine variety of lot sizes; 

h. Deviation to allow a reduced side yard building setback from ten ( 1 0) feet to seven 
(7) feet in several instances with a finding that: 

1. If the deviation were not granted, it would prohibit an enhancement of the 
development that would be in the greater public interest; 

2. Approving the proposed deviation would be compatible with the existing 
and planned uses in the surrounding area; 

3. The proposed deviation would not be detrimental to the natural features 
and resources of the affected property and surrounding area, or would 
enhance or preserve such natural features and resources; 

4. The proposed deviation would not be injurious to the safety or convenience 
of vehicular or pedestrian traffic; and 

5. The proposed deviation would not cause an adverse fiscal or financial 
impact on the City's ability to provide services and facilities to the property or 
to the public as a whole. 

i. This preliminary approval is subject to the Amended RUD Plan and all plans and 
activities related to it being in compliance with all applicable provisions of the 
Zoning Ordinance, including Articles 3, 24 and 25, and all applicable City Zoning 
Ordinance approvals, decisions, conditions and permits. 

1 2 y N 1 2 y N 
Mayor Gatt Council Member Margolis 
Mayor Pro Tern Staudt Council Member Mutch 
Council Member Casey Council Member Wrobel 
Council Member Fischer 



SITE PLAN 
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Summary of the Proposed Amendment to the R.U.D. 
Island Lake ofNovi (formerly Harvest Lake of Novi) 

Introduction 

Toll Bros, Inc. has purchased a 40.7 acre parcel fronting Ten Mile and Wixom Roads, 
immediately adjacent to the Island Lake of Novi Residential Unit Development (the RUD). 
Toll Bros, Inc. wishes to incorporate this parcel into the RUD for Island Lake of Novi, and 
seeks an amendment to the RUD with this submittal. 

Description of Site 

The parcel is a 40.7 acre site of open, sloping land, previously used for agriculture & 
commercial nursery purposes. The site is now fallow field with two small pocket wetlands and 
approximately 4. 7 acres of woodlands on the property. The site has 985 feet frontage on Ten 
Mile Rd., 980 feet frontage on Wixom Rd., and 1091 feet frontage on Dinser. 

There are good sightlines on Wixom Road for a main access point, across from the existing 
Drakes Bay Drive access point. This is the optimal location for ingress and egress to the parcel. 
A secondary access is provided to the existing Island Lake Vineyards (PH 3 C) street just north 
ofthe property. 

The current zoning of the site is Ri\., Residential Acreage, allowing a maximum of 0.8 
dwelling units per acre. It is contiguous with Island Lake ofNovi, on the north property line, 
as well as the west property line (Bifurcated by Wixom Rd.). 

RUD Amendment Request 

Toll Bros, Inc. requests an amendment to the RUD agreement. The request is as follows: 

1) Toll Brothers proposes the addition of the 40.7 acre parcel described above 
to the 916 acres within the Residential Unit Development. This would bring 
the total acreage of the RUD for Island Lake of Novi up to 956.7 acres. 

2) The 40.7 acre parcel is zoned RA, at 0.8 dwelling units per acre, permitting 
a total of 32 new single-family homes. The total number of units permitted 
for the Island Lake of Novi RUD is 884 homes. As part of this RUD 
amendment, Toll Brothers wishes to add the units permitted for the 40.7 acres 
to its development total of 884 homes, for a new total of 916 residential units 
permitted with the RUD. Toll Brothers intends to build Single Family 
Detached homes on this parcel, to the same lot width as the homes permitted 
immediately north of the site. Toll Brothers estimates development of 
approximately 74 new lots on the Meadows parcel. Upon build-out of the 
Meadows addition, there will be a total of 858 constructed units, still well 
below the original RUD unit maximum. 



Inclusion of this property into the Island Lake of Novi RUD will benefit the City ofNovi 
for many reasons. It will consolidate traffic ingress and. egress, eliminating the need for a 
separate road access off of Dinser Rd. The stub street connections allow the parcel's 
residential traffic access to the secondary entrance at Wix:om Rd., and use the internal road 
network as well. The parcel will tie into the Island Lake of Novi storm water treatment 
system assuring a high quality of storm water treatment, and eliminating the need for a 
separate detention basin on the site. There will be a more orderly and efficient layout and 
construction of utilities, as part of the Island Lake Vineyards (phase 3C). A sanitary sewer 
extension is proposed to Dinser Drive to allow for future connections and service for 
parcels east of Dinser Drive which currently do not h.ave public sanitary sewer service. 
Water main extensions are proposed along the Ten Mile Road and Dinser Drive frontage to 
allow for future extensions and connections for parcels east of Dinser Drive which 
currently do not have public water main service. 

Toll Bros, Inc. will add a painted crosswalk and barrier free curb cuts at the main entrance. 
The crosswalk design will match the two (2) existing painted crosswalks further north on 
Wixom Road. Furthermore, Toll Bros., Inc. is committed to filling in approximately 928 
feet of missing sidewalks south of the Meadows site iu the current Wixom Road right-of
way so residents may cross Wixom Road at the traffic light and still have safety path access 
to both sides of Drakes Bay. This will further enhance the connectivity of both the existing 
Vineyards Phase 3C and proposed Meadows to the lake and amenities. 

Toll Bros, Inc. will contribute to the expansion and re-rating of the existing pool deck area 
to increase its capacity. A one-time lump sum payment of $25,000 will be made to the 
Master Island Lake HOA specifically earmarked for the deck expansion. Final 
Design/Permit/Construction will be under HOA control. This figure is derived as follows: 
5,000 square feet concrete paving @$3 per square foot equals $15,000 and 250 lineal feet 
metal fence @$40 per lineal foot equals $10,000. 

There will be a greater amount of open space and perimeter landscape along the- Ten Mile 
Road corridor, Wixom Road and Dinser Dri.Ve than if developed separately (requiring 
additional road connections) with homes and lot sizes visually compatible with the adjacent 
homes of Island Lake ofNovi. A pocket play park is provided which includes a children's 
play structure and benches. The play park and open space is strategically located in a 
location which allows shared use for the neighbors to the north and to enhance the long 
vistas of the lake from the Drakes Bay East access point and surrounding area. It will also 
enhance views of the lake from the new access for residents in the Meadows which will 
further connect and associate the neighborhood with the overall development. 

50.5% of total acreage will still be preserved as open space and the majority of residential 
units will be single family detached homes. With Island Lake, its waterfront parks, trails 
and preservation zones, home buyers will have access to a significantly greater amount of 
privately maintained recreational facilities and open space as part of the Island Lake of 
Novi Homeowners Association than possible as a separate subdivision. Island Lake of 
Novi will continue as a high quality, planned residential development set within a generous 
natural environment of woods and wetlands surrounding Island Lake. While Toll Brothers 



proposes to increase the land area of the RUD to 956.7 acres, with additional 32 homes, 
there will be no increase in the gross density of the Island Lake of Novi Community. 
Single-family detached lots (including waterfront sites) will still comprise the majority of 
units at 68% of the total, or approximately 622 units. Over half of the site will still be 
preserved as permanent dedicated open space, per the original categories of the R.U.D. 
The Open Space Summary Table and Land Use Summary by Phase have been updated to 
reflect the revised acreage and units. 

In order to support the proposed modifications, this report addendum includes the revision 
to the Area Plan, Open Space Plan, Open Space Summary Table, Pedestrian Network, Land 
Use by Phases, and Phasing Plan of the previously amended RUD report addendum 
submitted July 9, 2004. These revisions are intended to amend those same pages of July 9, 
2004 Island Lake ofNovi Residential Unit Development Report. 

Per the City Design and. Construction Standards, an access point for every 1,300 feet of 
perimeter is required but undesirable for the proposed development. The proposed layout 
will consolidate traffic ingress and egress, eliminating the need for a separate road access 
off of Dinser Rd. The stub street connections allow the parcel's residential traffic access to 
the secondary entrance at Wixom Rd., and use the internal road network as well. There 
will be a greater amount of open space and perimeter landscape along the Ten Mile Road 
corridor, Wixom Road and Dinser Road. 

Additionally, applicant requests consideration of a slight modification to the side yard set 
backs to correct an administrative oversight as described on attached Exhibit 1. 

The current RUD setback requirements for 90' minimum wide lots are as follows: 
Front: 30' 
Rear: 35' 
Side-Yard: 10' minimum, 30' total 

The requested setback requirements for 90' minimum wide lots are as follows: 
Front: 30' 
Rear: 35' 
*Side-Yard: 7' minimum, 30' total 
*Maintain 20' minimum between buildings 

Justification for reduction in side-yard setback requirement: 
The majority of the exist!ng houses within the Island Lake ofNovi community 

have side-entry garages. The applicant believes this was the original intent of the RUD 
when 30' combined setbacks were originally approved, but other City Ordinance 
regulating driveways inadvertently modifies this to 33' and contradicts the RUD. 

According to the current City ofNovi driveway ordinance, side-entry garages 
require a minimum 20' wide driveway approach and 3' wide separation between 
driveway approach and side lot line. When considering 90' wide lots, 30' of total side
yard setbacks net a maximum house width of 60'. However, when considering 90' 
wide lots and a house with a side-entry garage, the maximum house width is only 57', 
with side-yard setbacks of 23' and 10'. 



The applicant is respectfully requesting that a 3' variance be granted for the 
minimum side-yard setback on 90' minimum wide lots. The separation between houses 
will remain consistent with the current RUD, netting a 20' minimum distance between 
houses and remains compatible with existing homes in the surrounding neighborhoods. 
Where side-entry garages on adjacent houses are opposite from one-another in the 
development, the side-yard setback shall revert to 10' and the minimum distance 
between houses shall be 20'. 

This reduction in the minimum side-yard setback will allow the applicant to 
provide more house options and/or flexibility which further provides ability to meet the 
needs of prospective home-o"WIJ.ers. 
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Island Lake of No vi 
Residential Unit Development Amendment 

Revised Open Space Summary, December 21, 2012 

Commen Open *Approximate *Acreage Applicable Revised Open Acreage Applicable 
Space Category Acreage per July 9th for Open Space Credit Space Summary for Open Space Credit 

2004 Open Space per July 9th 2004 Open November 9th 2012 November 9th 2012 
Summary Space Summary 

Wetlands 107 ac. 2 ac. 107 ac. 2 ac. 
Wetland Setbacks 5 ac. 5 ac. 5 ac. 5 ac. 
Upland Woods 65 ac. 54 ac. 65 ac. 54 ac. 
City Park 52 ac. 0 ac. 52 ac. 0 ac. 
Resident Parks 22 ac. 18 ac. 22.3 ac. 18 ac. 

Secondary 18 ac. 16 ac. 18 ac. 16 ac. 
Conservation Zone ' 

Internal 19 ac. 18 ac. 19 ac. 18 ac. 
Greenbelts, 
Passive Recreation 
Entrances, 21 ac. 0 ac. 25.7 ac. 0 ac. 
Perimeter 
Landscape 
Lake (169 ac. 169 ac./17, 545 169 ac. 169 ac./17,545 169 ac. 
16,450 LF of LF 4,387 LF LF 4,387 LF 
Shoreline) 4,387 LF=25% 4,387 LF=25% 

of new shoreline of new shoreline 

Grand Total 478 ac. 282 ac. 483.0 ac. 282 ac. 

Notes: 
*Acreage shown per previous revised Open Space Summary Table, July 9th, 2004. 

Combined open space comprises 50.5% of total site area. 



Island Lake of Novi 
Residential Unit Development Amendment 

*Revised Land Use Summary, December 21, 2012 

Category 

Proposed Residences Approved in RUD Proposed to Date Revised RUD 
By Unit Type: Agreement Agreement 

Single-Family Attached Cluster 219 Combined Combined 
Waterfront/Woodland Att. Cluster 158 294 294 (32%) 
Single-Family Detached Homes 464 518 576 (63%) 
Single-Family Waterfront Homes 35-51 46 46 (5%) 
Total Residences (dwelling units) 884 858 916 
Total RUD Acreage 916 956.7 956.7 
Average Gross Density (dulac) 0.97 0.90 0.96 

Non-Residential Uses: 
A Schools 52.06 ac. 
B. City Park 52.17 ac. 
C. Waterfront Parks min. 14.0 a.c 
D. Neighborhood Play Lot min. 1.0 ac. 

*Revised from Land Use Summary, July 9th 2004 RUD Amendment 
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MEMORANDUM 

CLAy PEAR:~' CITY MANAGER 

BARBARA"MCBETH, AICP, DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

UPDATES ON TWO DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 

MARCH 6, 2013 

This memo is provided as an update on two development projects that have recently 
been reviewed and recommended by the Planning Commission, and which will be set 
for consideration by the City Council at an upcoming meeting. One project is the 
Island Lake "Meadows", a proposed 7 4-lot expansion to the Island Lake of Novi 
Residential Unit Development (RUD) for property near the northeast corner of Ten Mile 
and Wixom Roads. The second project is a GFS Marketplace retail store proposed for 
the northeastern outlot at the Twelve Mile Crossing at Fountainwalk Development. 

Island Lake Meadows 
Toll Brothers is proposing to add a 40.68 acre parcel near the northeast corner of Ten 
Mile and Wixom Roads to the existing Island Lake RUD in order to construct 74 single
family residential units. The proposed road system would connect to existing Acorn Trail 
to the north in "The Vineyards" Phase 3C of Island Lake, and provide a new road 
connection to Wixom Road directly across from Drakes Bay Drive. Please see attached 
plan. The applicant indicates this phase would be considered part of the Island Lake 
community, sharing the existing clubhouse, open space and recreational facilities with 
the remainder of the development. The proposed "Meadows" phase is directly 
adjacent to other phases of Island Lake to the north, and on the west side of Wixom 
Road. 

Per the materials submitted in response to staff reviews, staff concurs that there are 
currently 784 units constructed or approved in the existing Island Lake development. 
The addition of 7 4 units would bring the total number of units to 858 units, which is still 
fewer than the amount permitted in the existing RUD Agreement (884 units). (Please 
note the planning review letter indicates 773 units have been constructed or approved 
in the existing development. This was later shown to be in error and 11 units short of the 
actual total.) With the addition of the 40.68 acre parcel, the Island Lake of Novi 
Development will consist of 956.7 acres in total. Slightly more than half (50.5%) of the 
total acreage of the Island Lake Development will be preserved as open space. 

The City Council initially approved the Residential Unit Development in 1998. Lestlyde 
Lifesyles was the original applicant in the request (aka Levy Companies). Toll Brothers 
acquired the property and rights to develop shortly after the RUD was approved and is 
the applicant in the current request. 

As aQ optional form of development the RUD allows development flexibility of various 
types of residential dwelling units (one-family, attached one-family cluster). It is also the 
intent of the RUD option to permit permanent preservation of valuable open land, 
fragile natural resources and rural community character that would be lost under 
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conventional development. This is accomplished by permitting flexible lot sizes in 
accordance with open land preservation credits when the residential developments 
are located in a substantial open land setting, and through the consideration of 
relaxation of area, bulk, yard, dimensional and other zoning ordinance standards in 
order to accomplish specific planning objectives. 

This flexibility is intended to reduce the visual intensity of development; provide privacy; 
protect natural resources from intrusion, pollution, or impairment; protect locally 
important animal and plant habitats; preserve lands of unique scenic, historic, or 
geologic value; provide private neighborhood recreation; and protect the public 
health, safety and welfare. 

Such flexibility will also provide for: 
• The use of land in accordance with its character and adaptability; 
• The construction and maintenance of streets, utilities and public services in a 

more economical and efficient manner; 
• The compatible design and use of neighboring properties; and 
• The reduction of development sprawl, so as to preserve open space as 

undeveloped land. 

Amendments and revisions to an approved RUD plan shall require all procedures and 
conditions that are required for original submittal and review for amendments that are 
considered "major changes". The addition of land area is considered a "major 
change", so full review of the ordinance standards is necessary at this time. 

The ordinance states that an RUD shall include detached one-family dwelling units, as is 
proposed in this phase. The applicant has not proposed any attached units, 
clubhouses, churches, schools or other uses that may be permitted as a part of the 
proposed development phase. While a variety of housing types is expected in an RUD, 
the overall density generally shall not exceed the density permitted in the underlying 
zoning districts. The applicant has provided a statement that the proposed density will 
increase from 0.89 units/acre to 0.96 units/acre if the RUD Amendment is approved. The 
Island Lake Development is a combination of R-1, One Family Residential, and RA, 
Residential Acreage zoning. 

Current Proposal to Add land to the Approved RUD 
Late last year, the applicant submitted an RUD Plan, RUD Amendment and Preliminary 
Site·. Plan showing 75 single-family residential units. The Planning Commission held a 
public hearing on December 12, 2012 for the submitted RUD Plan. Relevant meeting 
minutes are attached. At that hearing several members of the public expressed 
concerns. · Staff initially recommended denial of the plans due to a number of 
deficiencies in the submittal. Following the first staff review and the subsequent 
Planning Commission meeting, the applicant provided the required 'technical' items 
listed in the RUD ordinance, including a statement regarding the proposed mechanism 
to assure the permanent preservation and maintenance of open space areas and a 
large scale aerial photo of the area. The applicant also submitted a written 
explanation with exhibits that detailed how the proposed expansion would meet the 
standards and intent of the RUD Ordinance. Primarily due to deficiencies in the 
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application submittal requirements, the Planning Commission postponed consideration 
and adjourned the public hearing to a dote to be determined. 

The applicant subsequently submitted a revised RUD Plan, RUD Amendment and 
Preliminary Site Plan proposing 7 4 single-family units ( 1 fewer than previously proposed). 
The eliminated unit has been converted to open space and parkland and the 
applicant has offered to contribute $25,000 to the Island Lake Homeowner's Association 
to be used for the expansion of the existing swimming pool deck. The applicant has 
also included several features to aid pedestrians, including a sidewalk connection to 
the proposed Dinser Drive sidewalk, a crosswalk on Wixom Rood and the construction 
of approximately 928 feet of missing sidewalk within the Wixom Rood right-of-way on 
the excluded property south of the proposed development. 

Ordinance Standards for consideration of on RUD 
Stoff provided a number of comments in the review letters regarding the various criteria 
provided in the Zoning Ordinance for review of an RUD. The Planning Commission and 
the City Council ore asked to weigh the items noted in the staff and consultant review 
letters against the standards of the ordinance when determining whether it would be 
appropriate to include the additional land into the approved Island Lake RUD. Given 
that staff is recommending approval of the inclusion of the subject property in the 
existing Island Lake RUD, it is staff's opinion that the applicant has met the ordinance 
requirements when the entire RUDis token into account. 

For example, the standards of the RUD ordinance seek to find a balance between 
traditional ordinance standards for lot area, width and setback requirements, natural 
features impacts, and the public interest: 

"Whether any proposed deviations from the area, bulk, yard, and other dimensional 
requirements of the zoning ordinance applicable to the property enhance the 
development, ore in the public interest, ore consistent with the surrounding area, 
and ore not injurious to the natural features and resources of the property and 
surrounding area." 

In this case, the applicant is requesting deviations from ordinance standards to allow a 
reduced lot size and width and to allow a lesser side yard setback. Planning staff is of 
the opinion that the reduced lot size and width does not directly affect the natural 
features on the site any differently than traditional development under the current 
zoning. Additionally, both wetlands on the site are relatively small, with Wetland A 
being non-essential and not requiring any permits from the City for proposed impacts. 
The applicant has proposed to save the highest-quality trees (block walnuts along 
Dinser Drive) on the site at the request of the City. The applicant has met the 
requirements of the ordinance in order to remove other regulated trees on the site. 

A second example from the ordinance relates to reduction in lot size and preservation 
of open space: 

"Whether the proposed reductions in lot sizes and setback areas ore the . 
minimum necessary to preserve and create open space, to provide for school 
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and pork sites, and to ensure compatibility with adjacent and neighboring land 
uses." 

The applicant has proposed a reduction in lot size and width that is similar to a good 
portion of the lots within the existing Island Lake of Novi development. The proposed lot 
sizes would be compatible with the Island Lake Vineyards Phose 3C directly adjacent to 
and north of the subject property. 

While more than 50 percent of the overall Island Lake property is maintained as "open 
space", the following open space calculations ore provided solely for this phose 
(excluding required building setbacks buffer areas): 

Ponds: 
Pocket Park Area: 
Perimeter, adjacent to the ponds and units 1-6, walk connections: 
TOTAL OPEN SPACE: 

1.62 Acres· 
0.27 Acres 
3.09 Acres 
4.98 Acres 

This amounts to about 12 percent of the total area within the Island Lake Meadows 
Phose. As with the remainder of the Island Lake of Novi Development, the open space 
will ultimately be "owned" by the Homeowner's Association. 

A third standard from the ordinance relates to the allowance for the increase in the 
total number of dwelling units permitted with RUD approval, when compared to 
conventional development: 

"Whether any detrimental impact from the RUD resulting from on increase in total 
dwelling units over that which would occur with conventional residential 
development is outweighed by benefits occurring from the preservation and 
creation of open space and the estdb/ishment of school and pork facilities that 
will result from the RUD." 

The applicant has indicated that the total number of dwelling units provided with the 
addition of this phose is still within the total number allocated with the initial approval of 
the RUD (858 units planned or built, existing RUD agreement allows up to 884 units). 
Throughout the development of the Island Lake project, fewer units were built than 
originally contemplated. Toll Brothers subsequently acquired additional land that was 
not included in the initial RUDin order to accommodate the construction of additional 
homes in a couple of instances. A similar process of review and recommendation by 
the Planning Commission and approval by the City Council was followed to allow those 
phases to be added or altered. The proposal being presented at this time is to odd 
odditionol/ond to further accommodate the density that was initially approved. While 
it is left to the discretion of the Planning Commission and City Council to weigh the 
standards of the ordinance against the relative benefit of the Conceptual plan, it is 
staff's opinion that the inclusion of the subject property into the existing Island Lake RUD 
is appropriate. 

Planning Commission Recommendation 
The Planning Commission held a second public hearing on February 13, 2013 and has 
recommended approval of the revised RUD plan. At on upcoming meeting, the City 
Council will be asked to consider whether the proposed additional phose may be 
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added to the approved Island Lake RUD. Ordinance standards for this discretionary 
decision will be included in the packet for the City Council's consideration. If the RUD 
Amendment is approved by the City Council, amended RUD documents will be 
considered for approvaL followed by site plan approval in the usual course. 

GFS Marketplace 
The applicant is proposing to construct a 16,000 square foot GFS Marketplace retail 
store on an outlot near the northeast corner of the Twelve Mile Crossing at Fountain 
Walk shopping center. This 2.15 acre area had been set aside for future development 
when the site was initially developed as a shopping center. Please see the attached 
site plan. 

A free-standing retail store is permitted in the RC, Regional Center Zoning District when it 
is part of a planned commercial shopping center. Approval is subject to a number of 
conditions, including the standards for Special Land Use approval. A Community 
Impact Statement and Traffic Study are required (regardless of site size). In this case, 
the applicant is requesting a waiver of both documents. Staff supports the waiver of 
the Community Impact Statement, given the relatively small amount of retail space 
being added when compared to the existing retail space in the area. 

Staff supports the wavier of the Traffic Study, consistent with the waiver standards of the 
ordinance: 

a. The existing Level of Service (LOS) along roadways will not drop below LOS 
C as a result of the proposed development; 

b. The existing LOS along roadways will not be significantly impacted by the 
proposed development; 

c. A similar Traffic Study was previously prepared and approved for the site. 

The applicant has proposed splitting the parcel off from the larger 67.21 acre shopping 
center parcel following site plan approval. In anticipation of the parcel split, the 
Planning review has noted that the applicant will need to receive variances from the 
Zoning Board of Appeals for deficient building setbacks (1 00 feet required, 65 feet 
provided in the eastern yard, and 28 feet provided in the southern yard). A related 
variance for deficient parking lot setbacks in the same yards will also be required, due 
to the continuation of the parking areas with the shopping center development. The 
applicant has indicated that while it is the intention to split the parcel for ownership 
purposes, the new store will use existing curb cuts and driveway access within the 
existing Twelve Mile Crossing at Fountainwalk development. 

The applicant is also seeking a Section 9 Fa~ade Waiver for the overage of C-brick and 
split-faced CMU, and the underage of brick on the building. Prior to the Planning 
Commission meeting, the City's fa~ade consultant recommended support of the 
waiver provided that additional articulation and interest is provided on the east and 
west building facades. The applicant has submitted revised elevations which are 
included in the packet as color renderings. 

The following items have been changed and /or added since the Planning 
Commission's review of the matter: 
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• The parapet on the east wall was raised in the middle three bays and a brick 
soldier course was added. 

• The parapet in the middle panel of the west wall was raised and a brick soldier 
course was added on the panels on either side of the middle panel. 

• A brick soldier course was added to two panels on the north wall. 

Staff believes the proposed changes add articulation and adequate visual interest to 
the facades in question so as to meet the recommendation of the Planning 
Commission. 

The Planning Commission held the required public hearing on the Preliminary Site Plan, 
Special Land Use and Storm Water Management plan and has recommended 
approval. The City Council will be asked to consider this request at on upcoming 
meeting. 

c Clay Pearson, City Manager 
Victor Cardenas, Assistant City Manager 
Charles Boulard, Community Development Director 
Tom Schultz, City Attorney 
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March 6, 2013 

Ms. Barb McBeth 
Deputy Community Development Manager Director 
City of Novi 
45175 West 10 Mile Rd. 
Novi, M I 48375 

Dear Ms. McBeth, 

Factually incorrect information has been circulating regarding Toll Brothers' proposed "Meadows of 
Island Lake" project. We thought it would be beneficial to set the record straight in advance of the 
upcoming Novi City Council meeting where the Island Lake RUD amendment will be considered. 

Lot size 

There has been some confusion about the proposed lot size. Nearly all of the twenty four 
residents who spoke at the first public hearing sited "small lot size" as a concern. In addition, the 
Novi News echoed this error in its coverage. To be clear, Toll Brothers is NOT proposing smaller lots 
in this phase of Island Lake. The lot widths range from 90' minimum to 148' maximum width. The 
average lot width is 106' wide. The lot areas range from 12,000 SF up to 28,700 SF. 

1. Compared to the existing Island,; Lake lots the proposed Meadows lots are exactly 
the same as our "Execut~'44ots. There are 268 executive lots in the existing 
community. In other words, the proposed Meadows lots are the same size as 34% 
of the existing Island Lake lots. 

2. Compared to the entire range of lot widths allowed at Island Lake (28' wide 
townhomes to 150' wide lots) these lots fall exactly in the middle and have been 
our most popular and most requested offering in the existing development. In 
other words, 34% of the hotnesites in Island Lake are smaller than the proposed 
Meadows lots and only 32% of the homesites in Island Lake are larger than the 
Meadows lots. 

3. When compared to "The Vineyards/' the existing Island Lake of Novi section directly 
north of the Dinser property, the proposed "Meadows" lots are slightly LARGER: 
Both are "Executive" lots with 90' minimum lot width, but the Meadows average 
lot width is 106' while the Vineyards average is only 94' wide. We met for several 
hours with the Vineyards residents who attended the first public hearing and 
demonstrated this fact to them. They seemed to be satisfied with the clarification, 
and none of those residents returned for the second public hearing that was held. 
Only three residents attended the second public hearing as opposed to 24 at the 
first. We attribute this to our efforts to improve our plan and better inform the 
residents. 

New York Stock Exchange- Symbol TOL 
Iviichigan Division 

29665 W!illiam K. Smith Dr .. , Suite B, New Hudson, Jvil 48165 • 248-446-5100 • Fax: 248-446-5106 
tollbrothers.com 



Density 

4. Residents from Pebble Ridge also expressed concerns about 11Smaller lots." When 
compared to lots in Pebble Ridge, our lots average 106' wide and theirs are 
typically 100' wide. Just considering Meadows lots along Dinser Drive, our 
average lot width is 98' and Pebble Ridge has 100' wide lots. A two-foot difference 
is barely visible to the naked eye. Furthermore, our setback from Dinser Drive are 
larger than theirs. Our closest home will be set back 69' from the Dinser road 
right-of-way, while the homes in the Pebble Ridge are only set back 42' from the 
Dinser Drive right-of-way. With regard to total lot size, their lots are slightly 
deeper, but this is because they are served by septic and well and need Y2 acre 
minimum to make the utilities work within County health code. Even so, the four 
proposed Meadows lots immediately across from the two Pebble Ridge homes 
that front Dinser Drive are comparable in size to the Pebble Ridge lots. Two Dinser 
lots directly across from Pebble Ridge were split off to accommodate the existing 
homes and are approximately one acre in size. The average Pebble Ridge lots are 
half acre. In addition, Meadows lots 35 and 36 are 20,715 SF and 28,719 SF 
respectfully. The Peddle Ridge corner Lots at Dinser Drive are 27,000 SF. 

The Meadows of Island Lake will not increase the total number of units allowed in the island 
lake development. 

1. The total number of units approved in the original 1998 RUD was 876 homes. If 
the "Meadows" is constructed the total number of ACTUAl units in the Island 
l:=ike RUD will be 858. We are still below the original approved number of units. 
Essentially, by adding 40 acres, in addition to the 15 Acres previously added, Toll is 
diluting the overall density. The dilution occurs because we are adding more 
land but not increasing the total allowable units. 

2. There was an error printed in the Novi News. Toll was not denied a request to 
increase the total allowable units from 884 to 916. A proper understanding of this 
critical concession is necessary to appreciate the effective dilution of the overall 
ILN RUD density. 

a. Under a prior 22 unit expansion of the RUD (Phase 5C in 2006) the Novi City 
Council approved an 8 unit increase to the total allowable units in the RUD (from 
876 to 884) based on the underlying zoning of the added 10 Ac property at that 
time. 

b. In the current case, Toll initially requested a similar 32 unit increase based on 
the underlying zoning of the Dinser property. The Novi Planning staff felt an 
increase at this time would not benefit the overall RUD. As a result, Toll 
Brothers voluntary withdrew our request to increase the total allowable units. 
This was a major concession and further demonstrates our willingness to 
cooperate with staff planners. 
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Amenities 

1. All the required amenities for the RUD have been installed. When the RUD was 
approved these amenities were planned to accommodate 876 homes. Over that 
past 12 years Toll has voluntarily added even more amenities that were not 
required. These additions include the clubhouse, swimming pool, tennis courts, 
and some added offsite safety path. 

2. The Meadows proposal now includes even more added amenities, including: 

a. A pocket park where the Vineyards and the Meadows phases abut one another. 
Several residents indicated a desire for an additional park they could share 
because the kids played in the street. We added a park with a play structure to 
accommodate this request. 

b. Toll proposes to provide sidewalks on both sides of Wixom road so residents can 
conveniently utilize the signalized crossing at 10 mile and Wixom road. Safety 
and better connectivity was a concern of the existing ILN residents east of 
Wixom road. Adding these offsite pedestrian paths increases the overall 
connectivity of Island Lake as well as the overall City of Novi walkway network, 
which is a major goal of the Novi planning. 

c. As a result of feedback from the public hearings and follow up meetings, Toll 
revised the configuration of the detention basin to accommodate the desire for 
a wet bottom pond so skating can potentially occur in the winter. 

d. Several residents of Island Lake were concerned about pool deck overcrowding. 

Community Benefit 

There were extremely limited instances last summer where the pool deck 
reached capacity for a short time. As a result of the expressed concern, Toll 
Brothers senior management met with the ILN Homeowners Association 
Presidents to better understand their needs and committed to funding a 
$25,000 expansion of the existing pool deck. 

1. Including the Meadows in the RUD allows new residents the ability to enjoy the open 
space, 5 community parks, several pocket parks, miles of walking trails, recreational 
opportunities provided by the 170 Ac lake, and all the other benefits of the well planned 
Island Lake community. 

2. Bringing the Meadows into the RUD will allow existing residents additional park and pool 
deck amenities to enjoy, as well as improve the overall pedestrian connectivity and 
safety. Additionally, the improved road network, entry configuration, and detention 
pond configurations will not only improve the infrastructure effectiveness, but also 
provide a greater sense of inclusion for the Vineyards residents east of Wixom road. 

3. Toll Brothers past contributions to the community included the donation and move of a 
historic barn when· the Maybury's barn burned down as well as completing off-site 
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missing links of sidewalks. The Meadows proposal to add over 1000 LF of offsite walks, 
beyond the frontage walk requirements, furthers this tradition. 

Toll Brothers has proven its commitment to the community and its customers over the last dozen 
years at Island Lake. Our amenity levels are second to none. The value and prestige we have built in 
the community is lasting. Our stewardship ofthe woodlands and wetlands is well documented. 

Toll Brothers wishes to continue this tradition of excellence by adding more property so the 
originally contemplated number of homes-in Island Lake can be accommodated. We respectfully 
request the Novi City Council consider this modification of the RUD. 

Sinc?fi/ fJ ~ 
Michael T. Noles 
Vice President 
Land Development. 
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cityofnovi.org 

CALL TO ORDER 

PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES 
CITY OF NOVI 

Regular Meeting 
February 13, 2013 7:00 PM 

Council Chambers I Novi Civic Center 145175 W. Ten Mile 
(248) 347-0475 

The meeting was called to order at or about 7:00PM. 

ROLL CALL 
Present: Member Greco, Member Lynch, Member Prince (arrived at 7:11 ), Member Gutman, Member 
Zuchlewski 
Absent: Member Anthony, Chair Pehrson 
Also Present: Barbara McBeth, Deputy Director of Community Development; Gary Dovre, City Attorney; 
Kristen Kapelanski, Planner; Mark Spencer, Planner; David Beschke, Landscape Architect; Adam Wayne, 
Engineer; Doug Necci, Fac;:ade Consultant; Rod Arroyo, Traffic Consultant 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 
Member Lynch led the meeting attendees in the recitation of the Pledge of Allegiance. 

APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
Moved by Member Lynch, seconded by Member Zuchlewski: 

VOICE VOTE ON THE AGENDA APPROVAL MOTION MADE BY MEMBER LYNCH AND SECONDED BY MEMBER 
ZUCHLEWSKI: 

Motion to approve the February 13, 2013 Planning Commission Agenda. Motion carried 4-0. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS 
1. THE MEADOWS OF ISLAND LAKE OF NOVI. JSP12-65 

Public hearing at the request of Toll Brothers, Inc. for the recommendation to City Council for 
approval to include the subject property in the existing Island Lake of Novi Residential Unit 
Development (RUD) and modifications to the RUD concept plan. The subject property is 40.68 acres 
in Section 20 of the City of No vi and located near the northeast corner of Ten Mile Road and Wixom 
Road. The applicant is proposing a 7 4 unit development that would be Phase 7 of the existing Island 
Lake of Novi development. The applicant has also proposed to modify the number of units permitted 
in the RUD Agreement from 884 to 916 in order to allow for the potential future expansion of the 
development. 

Members Lynch and Prince disclosed that they are residents of Island Lake of Novi but that this will not 
interfere in their judgment regarding the public·hearing. 

Planner Kapelanski said the applicant is proposing to add a 40.68 acre parcel to the existing Island Lake 
of Novi Residential Unit Development or RUD. The subject property is located near the northeast corner of 
Wixom Road and Ten Mile Road, bordering Dinser Drive and is currently zoned RA, Residential Acreage. 
The subject property is zoned RA, Residential Acreage and surrounded by RA zoning. The Future Land 
Use map indicates single-family uses for the subject property with single-family and park uses planned for 
the surrounding properties. There are regulated woodlands on the western side of the property and 
several high quality trees along Dinser Drive that are not called out on the natural features map. Those 
high quality trees will be preserved. There are also regulated wetlands on the property, although those 
are not identified on the natural features map. These two small wetland areas are located near the 
center of the property and near the center of the Ten Mile Road frontage. 

The proposal has been revised since the previous public hearing, held at the December 12th Planning 
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Commission meeting. The proposed development area would connect into the existing Vineyards pod 
of Island Lake to the north and would line up with the existing development entrance off of Wixom Road. 
The applicant has revised the proposal now showing 74 lots instead of the previously proposed 75 lots. 
The eliminated unit has been converted to open space and parkland and the applicant has also offered 
to contribute $25,000 to the existing homeowner's association in order to expand the existing pool deck. 
The applicant has also included features to aid pedestrians including a sidewalk connection to the 
proposed Dinser Drive sidewalk, a crosswalk on Wixom Road and the construction of a missing link of 
sidewalk along Wixom Road. The required application materials that were previously omitted have now 
been submitted and are satisfactory. 

Planner Kapelanski continued noting the planning review recommends approval of the proposed RUD 
plan and amendment to allow development of the subject property but does not recommend an 
increase in the overall number of allowable units for the entire development as requested by the 
applicant. The Planning Commission should consider the various standards from Section 2402 outlined 
and listed in the planning review letter. The applicant has requested a City Council modification of lot 
size and width and a reduction in the required building setback as well. All other reviews recommend 
approval of the proposed plan. There are two landscape waivers required for the discontinuation of the 
berms in the location of existing vegetation and the lack of a berm along the proposed storm basins. 
Both are supported by the staff. Any substantial amendments to an existing RUD must follow the same 
process as a new RUD plan which requires the approval of the City Council after review and 
recommendation from the Planning Commission. 

Mike Noles, the Land Development Vice-President for Toll Brothers said he's pleased to be back before 
the Commission with a unanimous recommendation for support from all of the reviewers. As Ms. 
Kapelanski mentioned, the recommendation came with a caveat that we do not increase the total 
number of units allowed within the Island Lake of Novi RUD. We have formally agreed to that condition 
and waved the increase. We believe that the plan that is before you today is superior to the one that we 
had in December. A park was added next to lot number seven that was at the request of some of the 
existing residents to the Vineyards pod to the north. We've met with several folks from both the main 
property of Island Lake and the property to the north and have made improvements to the plan to try to 
accommodate their concerns. 

Chair Gutman opened the public hearing. 

Tom Farley, a resident of Pebble Ridge Estates Homeowners Association, came forward. His main 
concern is the lot size of this proposed development. When he and his wife purchased our property in 
1991, RA stood for Residential Acreage. The intent was that this property would be larger estate size lots 
which are consistent with the Master Plan. West of Beck Road was decided to be larger lots and the 
proposed development has a very high percentage of lots that will come in barely over a quarter acre. 
How can the City and the Planning Commission approve such a drastic reduction that will have such a 
negative effect on long-term residents that have bought into the City and been supportive of the City 
over the years? Also, the deal that Toll Brothers did when they originally developed Island Lake was 
negotiated at the time. I don't see how anybody would expect the city to now re-modify that original 
agreement from years ago to now incorporate and justify smaller lot sizes in this development. Even 
though it's connecting to the existing Island Lake properties, it truly is a stand-alone development that's 
being done today years after the other build out that was originally proposed. Other potential 
developers probably passed on this property thinking that they were going to be held to half acre lot 
sizes. This is preferential treatment to Toll Brothers that will negatively impact the City and the long-term 
residents. 

Tim Lesowski of Island Lake said he was here at the previous public hearing and feels a little bit 
patronized by the modifications that they've made. They dropped one lot from the original 75 to 74 to 
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create a park that will be the furthest point away from the majority of the residents of the area. I feel 
patronized because we all came in and talked about lack of green space and small lot sizes and other 
things. They did nothing about the lot sizes. If you take a look at the presentation that is on the City's 
website, you will see the range of the different lot sizes of the entire development. If you take a look at 
the overall picture that they have of Island Lake, you'll notice a couple smatterings here and there of 
smaller lot sizes depending on the way the streets are laid out and everything, but just a very small 
amount. But if you take a look at the homes that they're now adding on in the new area, every single 
one of them falls under 12,000 square feet. Nobody seems to want to look at this for what it is as opposed 
to just a way to get a lot more money out by making minimal changes to the plans. I love the 
neighborhood I live in. I truly love the house that they built. Jason was an amazing person to work with to 
get it done and build it just the way we wanted it to. But I'm really ashamed at Toll for coming in and 
putting this in and now making me second guess the decision that I made. 

Betty-Jane Blossfeld, resident of Pebble Ridge Estates said she agrees with the people who spoke 
already. The main point I wanted to convey is that we need to stop looking at this as an Island Lake 
development and look at it first for what it is, the Dinser property. We bought here 22 years ago with the 
intention that if Dinser's ever chose to sell; we knew it was going to be a development with country style 
lots. There are so many places in Novi that we could have chosen. It's not like the other smaller lot sizes 
didn't exist. We could have chosen those but we did not. We didn't choose to go to Island Lake when 
they opened. We chose to stay in a country style sub. I think we need to stop looking at this as an Island 
Lake development to be consistent with Vineyards and starting looking at it being consistent with the 
area with which it was planned all along. 

No one else wished to speak and Member Greco read the correspondence into the record. 

The first response is from L Steve Wiener of Lestlyde Limited Partnership in Detroit saying he supports the 
amendment fully. 

The next comment is from Susan Hall an Island Lake resident saying the current boathouse facility cannot 
accommodate additional homes and traffic congestion on 10 Mile, Wixom and Beck Roads are her 
concerns. 

The next response form is an objection from Nicole Heur of Island Lake that says we at Island Lake do not 
wish for this development to be part of our neighborhood, as our amenities are already reaching 
capacity and adding additional homes will increase the frequency of amenities reaching capacity. If 
the development is built as a separate neighborhood that does not share the same amenities, then I do 
not object to the development. As the proposal reads, I do object for the Island Lake of Novi RUD to be 
altered in order to add this development. 

The next objection is from Armen Korbodian stating he is opposed to Toll Brothers adding more homes to 
the Island Lake of Novi development because the pool and the boathouse is already crowded in the 
summer and additional residents will add to over-crowding. He is also concerned that if Toll Brothers 
continues to use the existing model home it will continue to add traffic to the subdivision. The original 
plan for Island Lake of Novi is complete and it is time for Toll Brothers Construction to cease development 
at this site. 

Sean Stevenson of Island Lake also objects saying he objects until Toll Brothers confirms the pool and pool 
deck area of the boathouse will be expanded to accommodate an already over-crowded space. 

The next objection comes from Dan Heur of Island Lake stating he objects because adding more homes 
to this neighborhood without also adding amenities such as the community pool will over-crowd these 
amenities and make it difficult to be accessible to all residents. 
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The next objection is the letter from Betty Jane and Dan Blossfeld on February 7th, 2013 stating that this 
plan could be acceptable given some conditions and modifications. 

Paulette Alioa objects and is requesting cost comparisons of the ongoing maintenance of the Dinser 
Drive road surface. 

The final letter is from Raymond and Karen Bunio from February 10th, 2013 stating an objection to this 
current plan which needs some conditions and modifications. 

There was no additional correspondence. Chair Gutman closed the public hearing. 

Member Greco said last time this plans was here there were a lot of comments from many of the 
residents, mostly Island Lake residents, regarding the amenities just like the response forms provided 
regarding mostly the pool and the concerns regarding the additional residents to Island Lake. At the 
time, those concerns seemed like more of a consideration between the Island Lake residents and Toll 
Brothers that still seems to be the case regarding those specific concerns. However, there are other 
concerns regarding the density of the plan that is there. The characterization by some of the residents 
tonight is correct that this is not really part of the original plan but an add on. I do have concerns with 
regard to the density and with individuals both part of Island Lake and the other individuals residents to 
the east. Their concerns in purchasing in an area where they expect larger lot sizes is something that I 
think is legitimate. It doesn't seem like the large number of lots proposed fits with the area. 

Member Lynch confirmed 884 homes were already approved in this area for the RUD and right now 
there are about 773 and Toll Brothers is requesting is additional 74 which would come out to 847 so it's still 
technically under the allowable number of units in the original RUD. There has been so much discussion 
about amenities. The last packet gave an amenities breakdown from the original RUD. I'm just curious as 
to which ones have been developed and which ones haven't because when I look at the original 
amenity matrix it looks like you still have another park or something to put in there and that might 
alleviate some of the concerns. 

Deputy Director Barb McBeth stated staff provided that amenity matrix again on the table per the 
request of Member Lynch. 

Member Lynch said there seems like there's a lot of consternation with people worried about getting to 
the pool and having enough parks. 

Mike Noles said we have built all of the amenities that were required by the original RUD plus the boat 
launch, the clubhouse and the swimming pool. Some of the parks that were constructed are passive and 
some are active. All of the park areas have been constructed and all of the park amenities have been 
met. The total number of units was very important as the development is still underneath the total 
number of units that were originally approved even though the level of amenities and the amount of 
property has been increased. This is the third time this project has been before the Planning Commission 
and City Council where additional property was added but the number of units was not increased. So 
the same rationale that allowed the approval of the original RUD back still holds except for one basic 
difference in that there is more overall property and acreage than the original proposal. The number of 
units hasn't changed and the amenities only keep getting better. 

Member Lynch said the design of the development flows well and a person would never guess there 
were so many homes in the area. The intent of the RUDis to keep a rural feel in the area. Will there be 
small parks and open space throughout the new development area like the current Island Lake 
development? 
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Mike Noles responded that yes it will be very similar. The residents in the vineyards to the north specifically 
requested some area for the children to play because they're playing in the streets. It's difficult for them 
to access some of the existing parks so the new park area will have a play structure and some open 
space where the kids can play. As a parent, if you're going to let your kids go to the pool or go to some 
of the other parks, it's a nice benefit to know that they can go on sidewalks all the way to the traffic light 
and cross down at the traffic light in addition to the crosswalk that's available across the street. 

Member Lynch said you can spend your whole life in Island Lake. As you age, you can buy another 
home within the community. Does the new development fill the gap that is in that progression? If you 
look at the progression from to when a person first gets married until they retire, there's a hole there in the 
price ranges that's missing. 

Mike Noles said this lot size is smack dab in the middle of the diverse lot sizes that are offered. There are 
two different sized attached products. There's a 28 foot wide townhome and then there's a 32 foot wide 
townhome for an attached, very dense product. Then this is the smaller of the detached individual lots. 
There are two lot sizes that are larger. So you've got two smaller and two larger, so this is right in the 
middle. The bulk of the lots, I think there's around 265, have similar lot sizes. It's not that we're introducing 
a new lot size. This is similar to what is there. But yes it is smack-dab in the middle of the offerings. 

Member Lynch said just having the ability to stay in one school system and be able to grow right in that 
neighborhood is a nice option for residents. What is the issue with pool capacity? 

Mike Noles said the issue after talking to the residents and looking at the data this past summer is not the 
pool itself. it's actually the pool deck because everybody wants to have big lawn chairs and position 
themselves so they're in the sun. So expanding the pool deck is what is proposed. We've actually been 
working with the committee to come up with different plans on how exactly to expand that and include 
some grass area and expand the fence basically. Once you're inside the pool deck, that's been the 
capacity issue, it's never actually about the pool itself. 

Member Lynch said that seems to address the issue of the pool. The lot size is hard for me to comment 
on. I'm more concerned about the intent of the RUD and trying to have a large area of the City that's 
still low density, upscale and somewhat rural area. I like the idea of a family being able to grow in the 
same place and in the same subdivision. I'm not as concerned about the number of lots as long as it fits 
into the community and is not a detriment. The roads seem to be adequate. I read the traffic 
consultant's report, and traffic seems to be adequate. I do know that there is a concern with the traffic 
on Napier and Ten Mile which will be addressed with the traffic light pretty soon. From an infrastructure 
standpoint, it looks like it meets all the standards. As far as the 74 lots, I do appreciate taking out one of 
the lots and putting a play scope in there. 

Member Lynch said I'm struggling with the lot size. I reside in the community so I understand some of the 
concerns that the community has expressed in terms of the density. Is there any reason why you have 
smaller lot sizes even though you have more acreage? 

Mike Noles said the lot sizes aren't smaller than the Island Lake of Novi lot sizes. The original RUD 
approved a variety of lot sizes including the attached product all the way up to the signature product 
on the lake which were 150 foot wide lots. So it approved a matrix of lot sizes and this is one of the same 
lot sizes. A similar product was constructed in Phase 5C. In that particular case, that was a 10 acre parcel 
that we brought in and put 22 - 90 foot lots on it. The 90 foot lot is one of the approved lot sizes within the 
existing Island Lake RUD. The underlying acreage is approximately .8 units per acre overall. The Planning 
staff has requested that we do not increase the total number of units and stay within the original 
approval. So essentially it's the same development with 40 more acres. That's the difference between 
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the last phase and this phase. That's why I say we're really diluting the acreage but not the total count 
so our density is going to be less. 

This project, for this number of units, was approved given the level of amenities that we have already 
built and exceeded. It's appropriate for it to be part of the original RUD because we're within the original 
parameters and these new residents will now have the benefit of a 170 acre lake and 20 miles of 
pathways and the ability to go to all of the five parks. I really think we need to look at this as a whole and 
not just a separate, standalone piece of property. 

Member Prince said he can appreciate some of the concerns that have been expressed by the 
community as it relates to the smaller lot size. You're literally building in my backyard and for the number 
of years that I've been there I've always had all this expansive open space and now I'm watching these 
houses go up with the smaller lot sizes and the large space has gone away. On a daily basis, it's 
disappearing. So what I'm used to is no longer there. It does have aneffect on your enjoyment of your 
house and your appreciation of what you bought before and what you thought you were going to have 
for a long period of time. That does have an appreciable effect on what you've invested in and on what 
you thought you had. So I could understand why there is a lot of concern in the community about these 
smaller lot sizes and how it's going to affect their property. That's where my concern is because I'm 
experiencing it myself on a daily basis. 

Mike Noles said he recently re-read the minutes of the meeting back when the original project was 
approved and there were the same objections raised at that time. There was some extensive 
conversation at the City Council meeting about that and the overriding, guiding principal that they used 
when they approved it was that the lots that are immediately adjacent don't have to be the exact 
same kind of lots and that you have to look at it as a whole and a variety of lot sizes is a better planned 
development than one that is homogeneous where all of the lots are the same size. With respect to the 
Terra Del Mar and the Langley Court lots, not to diminish your point, because I appreciate what you're 
saying. There used to be an open field there and it does change the feel of it when there are homes 
there but in terms of the size of the lots themselves, they both the executive line that are between 90 and 
96 foot wide frontages. So they're the same size lots on both of those particular streets. I agree with the 
person who spoke before about the reduction of one lot from 75 to 74 is little change but the point to 
that was to make room to be able to add the park and green space and be able to change the basin 
configuration a little so that the lots that are there existing have some of the things that they requested at 
the public hearing. 

Member Zuchlewski said he heard what everybody was saying and there's a lot of sensitivity in this 
project. It seems to me that the developer has done an excellent job. By that, I mean not only on the 
original development but in trying to reach a compromise on this development. The lots are not huge 
but there's a need for development in the City. I look at how jobs are going to be created and parks are 
going to be developed. We've been trying to do all these things for Novi to keep the City viable and 
lively. We're growing. This development will help the tax base. It's very well thought out. 

Chair Gutman said when you hear some of the people speaking and read some of the letters it's tough 
not to be immune to the emotion that it associated with this. In looking at it objectively, at some point in 
time, the community approved an RUD. If Toll came and said we want to do the same plan that was 
presented previously, I would be adamantly opposed. But what we as Planning Commission members 
focus on is does it fall within what's approved and if not, are those exceptions reasonable and fair. So 
looking at the exceptions that are out there, the density is going from an allowed .97 units per acre to 
.96. So I look at that as a deviation that you can't easily dismiss but it seems like a modest variation. There 
are a couple other waivers that are being requested like discontinuations of berms and locations of 
existing vegetation and the lack of berm adjacent to proposed storm basins. As I went through the 
exceptions that are out there, I couldn't find a reason that those are not acceptable. As much as I 
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understand the discomfort that may be caused by not having absolutely everything in the way that 
people would like it I do think there is a very good compromise here. A lot of work went into this by Toll 
Brothers which we all appreciate. 

City Attorney Dovre said the lot size and the density are two separate issues although they are being 
talked about as if they're the same. The RUD agreement established a maximum density for whatever 
property was in Island Lake. I think that number is at 884. If property is added into the RUD, as the 
proposal is for, that allows the property being added in to be considered for a reduction in lot size. As I 
understand it this property is zoned RA, one acre minimum lot size. If it's added into the RUD, the 
applicant can ask the City Council to reduce that lot size. That is a separate issue from the overall density 
for the project. It's not as if because allowing these 741ots is still under the 884 that the City Council has to 
approve it or that the City Council even has to consider that fact in making this decision. Just because 
this proposal won't go over the allowed 884 for the development, that doesn't dictate or tie any ones 
hands when it comes to whether you take the minimum lot size for this RA property from an acre down to 
12,000 square feet on some of the lots. They are different considerations. 

Member Lynch confirmed the lot size and the density are two completely separate issues. 

City Attorney Dovre said they are independent considerations. The first thing that has to happen is a 
discretionary decision to allow the property into the RUD. That's a City Council call and they're looking 
for a recommendation from the Planning Commission on that. The second call that City Council has to 
make is if they want to wave the underlying minimum lot size. While I'm sure the developer would submit 
as they have to you that the City Council should do that because they're adding 40 acres and staying 
under the 884, I don't read the ordinance as that density argument mandating a decision on the lot size 
wavier. They're independent considerations. 

Deputy Director Barb McBeth said there are a lot of provisions in the ordinance. One of the items related 
to the lot size is that the City Council may modify the lot area requirements where the modification results 
in the preservation of open space for the purposes set forth in the ordinance and when a genuine 
variety of lot sizes are provided. That's one of the reasons we asked the applicant to provide that map 
that shows the variety of lot sizes. 

Moved by Member Lynch and seconded by Member Zuchlewski: 

ROLL CALL VOTE ON THE RUD AMENDMENT APPROVAL MOTION MADE BY MEMBER LYNCH AND SECONDED 
BY MEMBER ZUCHLEWSKI: 

In the matter of The Meadows of Island Lake of Novi, JSP12-65, motion to recommend approval of the 
Amended Residential Unit Development with the total number of units permitted in the RUD 
Agreement not to exceed the currently permitted 884 units and subject to and based on the 
following findings: 
a. The site is appropriate for the proposed use; 
b. The development will not have detrimental effects on adjacent properties and the community; 
c. The applicant has clearly demonstrated a need for the proposed use; 
d. Care has been taken to maintain the naturalness of the site and to blend the use within the site 

and its surroundings; 
e. The applicant has provided clear, explicit, substantial and ascertainable benef.its to the City as a 

result of the Amended RUD; 
f. Relative to other feasible uses of the site: 

a. All applicable provisions of Section 2402 of the Zoning Ordinance, other applicable 
requirements of the Zoning Ordinance, including those applicable to special land uses, 
and all applicable ordinances, codes, regulations and laws have been met; 
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b. Adequate areas have been set aside for all schools, walkways, playgrounds, parks, 

recreation areas, parking areas, and other open spaces and areas to be used by 
residents of the development; 

c. Traffic circulation features within the site and the location of parking areas have been 
designed. to assure the safety and convenience of both vehicular and pedestrian traffic 
both within the site and in relation to access streets; 

d. The proposed use will not cause any detrimental impact on existing thoroughfares in terms 
of overall volumes, capacity, safety, travel times and thoroughfares level of service; 

e. The plan provides adequate means of disposing of sanitary sewage, disposing of 
stormwater drainage, and supplying the development with water; 

f. The Amended RUD will provide for the preservation and creation of open space and result 
in minimal impacts to provide open space and natural features; 

g. The Amended RUD will be compatible with adjacent and neighboring land uses; 
h. The desirability of conventional residential development within the City is outweighed by 

benefits occurring from the preservation and creation of open space and the 
establishment of park facilities that will result from the Amended RUD; 

i. Any detrimental impact from the Amended RUD resulting from an increase in total 
dwelling units over that which would occur with conventional residential development is 
outweighed by benefits occurring from the preservation and creation of open space and 
the establishment of park facilities that will result from the Amended RUD; 

j. The proposed reductions in lot sizes and setback areas are the minimum necessary to 
preserve and create open space, to provide for park facilities, and to ensure compatibility 
with adjacent and neighboring land uses; 

k. The Amended RUD will not have a detrimental impact on the City's ability to deliver and 
provide public infrastructure and public services at a reasonable cost; 

I. The applicant has made satisfactory provisions for the financing of the installation of all 
streets, necessary utilities and other proposed improvements 

m. The applicant has made satisfactory provisions for future ownership and maintenance of 
all common areas within the proposed development; and 

n. Proposed deviations from the area, bulk, yard, and other dimensional requirements of the 
Zoning Ordinance applicable to the property enhance the development, are in the public 
interest, and consistent with the surrounding area, and are not injurious to the natural 
features and resources of the property and surrounding area; 

g. City Council modification of proposed lot sizes to a minimum of 12,000 square feet and 
modification of proposed lot widths to a minimum of 90 feet as the requested modification will 
result in the preservation of open space for those purposes noted in Section 2402.3.8 of the Zoning 
Ordinance and the Amended RUD will provide a genuine variety of lot sizes; and 

h. City Council deviation to allow a reduced side yard building setback from 10 feet to seven feet in 
several instances with a finding that: · 

a. If the deviation were not granted, it would prohibit an enhancement of the development 
that would be in greater public interest; 

b. Approving the proposed deviation would be compatible with existing and planned uses in 
the surrounding area; 

c. The proposed deviation would not be detrimental to the natural features and resources of 
the affected property and surrounding area, or would enhance or preserve such natural 
features and resources; 

d. The proposed deviation would not be injurious to the safety and convenience of vehicular 
or pedestrian traffic; and 

e. The proposed deviation would not cause an adverse fiscal or financial impact on the 
City's ability to provide services and facilities to the property or to the public as a whole. 

This motion is made because the plan is otherwise in compliance with Article 3, Article 24 and Article 
25 of the Zoning Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Ordinance. Motion carried 3-2. 
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CALL TO ORDER 

PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES 
CITY OF NOVI 

Regular Meeting 
December 12, 2012 7:00 PM 

Council Chambers I Novi Civic Center 145175 W. Ten Mile 
(248) 347-0475 

The meeting was called to order at or about 7:00 PM. 

ROLL CALL 
Present: Member Anthony, Member Greco, Member Lynch, Chair Pehrson, Member Prince 
Absent: Member Gutman, (excused), Member Zuchlewski (excused) 
Also Present: Barbara McBeth, Deputy Director of Community Development; Gary Dovre, City Attorney; 
Kristen KapelanskL Planner; David Beschke, Landscape Architect; Adam Wayne, Engineer; Rod Arroyo, 
Traffic Consultant 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 
Member Anthony led the meeting attendees in the recitation of the Pledge of Allegiance. 

APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
Moved by Member Lynch, seconded by Member Anthony: 

VOICE VOTE ON THE AGENDA APPROVAL MOTION MADE BY MEMBER LYNCH AND SECONDED BY MEMBER 
ANTHONY: 

Motion to approve the December 12, 2012 Planning Commission Agenda. Motion carried 5-0. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS 
1. THE MEADOWS OF ISLAND LAKE OF NOVI JSP12-65 

Public hearing at the request of Toll Brothers, Inc. for consideration to include the subject property in 
the existing Island Lake of Novi Residential Unit Development (RUD). The subject property is 40.68 
acres in Section 20 of the City of Novi and located near the northeast corner of Ten Mile Road and 
Wixom Road. The applicant is proposing a 75 unit development that would be Phase 7 of the existing 
Island Lake of Novi development. The applicant has also proposed to modify the number of units 
permitted in the RUD Agreement from 884 to 916 in order to allow for the potential future expansion 
of the development. 

Planner Kapelanski stated that for the benefit of the public, staff will do a brief presentation detailing the 
applicant's proposal. It is the staff's recommendation that the public hearing be held as advertised, but 
that the Planning Commission postpone consideration of the matter to a date uncertain to allow the 
applicant to submit and the staff to review additional information supporting the application. The 
applicant is proposing to add a 40.68 acre parcel to the existing Island Lake of Novi Residential Unit 
Development or RUD. The subject property is located near the northeast corner of Wixom Road and Ten 
Mile Road, bordering Dinser Drive and is currently zoned RA, Residential Acreage. 

Planner Kapelanski stated that the new development area would connect into the existing Vineyards 
pod of Island Lake to the north and would line up with the existing development entrance off of Wixom 
Road. Any substantial amendments to an existing RUD must follow the same process as any new RUD 
plan. There are several items noted as required in the Zoning Ordinance that were not submitted with the 
original application. Additionally, the applicant did not provide the following: Adequate information 
regarding how the proposal would meet the stated intent and review standards of the RUD ordinance, 
updated density calculations for the entire RUD incorporating the new parcel, a summary of lot sizes 
throughout the RUD and sufficient justification for the requested variances. While the applicant did 
submit information as part of their response, staff has not reviewed that information given the short 
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timeframe provided. Therefore, staff recommends the Planning Commission hold the public hearing and 
postpone consideration of the matter to a future date to allow the applicant time to submit additional 
information in support of their application and to allow staff time to review that information. 

Michael Knolls, the applicant came forward; he is the vice president of land development for Toll 
Brothers and has been with Toll Brothers for almost 16 years and has worked on the Island Lake of Novi 
Project for 14 years. Toll is very excited about continuing this neighborhood. We've had several meetings 
with staff and we're confident that we'll be able to provide that additional information that they have 
requested in a timely and cooperative manner. We're looking forward to working with the City and 
hearing any objections, concerns and suggestions that may be offered tonight and take those into 
consideration for any potential plan modifications. 

Chair Pehrson opened the public hearing and asked if anyone in the audience wished to comment. 

Tom Farley, resident of Pebble Ridge Estates Subdivision, which is east of the proposed rezoning area had 
a few questions in regards the reduced lot size. It isn't specified what the actual lot size will be but it 
certainly is going to be less than a half-acre lot. which is far less than our subdivision which has half-acre 
lots and was developed in 1991. It's a significant decrease in lot size for that area and we're concerned 
about the property values of our houses as well and the impact it would have because of squeezing so 
many houses in the smaller area. The development would require bringing in water and sewer to that 
area, which it does not currently have. Our concern is the impact on our subdivision of bringing in water 
and sewer lines. Will that necessitate our subdivision to tap into these lines? Additional costs would be 
associated with that. We'd like to not incur this additional cost. 

Betty Jane Blashfield is a resident of Pebble Ridge and stated such small lots are not good for the 
community. We are not part of Island Lake but still I don't think the small lots sizes lend to the type of 
subdivision we bought into, which is more like a country sub. We don't have sidewalks. We have large 
lots. We have well and septic. This property was always zoned RA and we always knew that if they did 
sell that we'd at least have big country lots and that would be consistent with the area we bought in. We 
chose not to buy in other subdivisions in Novi for that reason. So I'd highly encourage you to keep the 
integrity of that area. We have a lot of deer crossings which I would also encourage them to continue 
with the green belts to allow wildlife to persist coming across those fields from east to west. Now my issue 
with the water is I would like access to City water. I would like to be able to tap into water. I don't think 
the City would force people to do that but I think they'd give them the option to. Finally, I'd strongly 
recommend that the grade not be raised any higher than it is now. 

Tim Wisowski is a resident of Island Lake and has lived there for about a year and a half now. One of the 
reasons that drew us to the Island Lake area is the amount of green space that they have with the 
woodlands and lake. The lot size that we have is just shy of a half-acre so these lot sizes are ridiculously 
small. I have moved here from Westland and our lot size was bigger than some of these lots that they're 
proposing. So I can't imagine the type of house that they're going to put on those lots and the values 
that may drop across all of Island Lake. Also, another thing that I noticed is there is no commons area. 
They will basically be destroying a natural habitat that they have where there are deer and other 
animals and nothing will be replaced. Where are the kids going to play? You have a lot of houses in a 
very small area. To me, that would pose a safety risk for kids. This new area would draw in just the same 
amount of families as the street I live on and having nowhere for the kids to play with much smaller lot 
sizes is a problems. I'd love to see some commons areas. The proposition they have is the antithesis of 
everything Island Lake is supposed to be. 

Chris Quaz lives on the house that backs right into the Dinser property. I like what it .is right now; it's nice to 
see a lot of deer in my backyard. It's very peaceful. I second the idea of seeing more commons areas. 
I've got four kids of my own and we really don't have any commons area there right now. The kids need 
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to go across Wixom to play. So with all the houses that are going in, I'd like to see a common area as 
well as I'd like to see what they're going to do with the street name. They changed the name right on 
the corner. 

Kathy Drew has been a resident of Island Lake over 10 years. I am also a realtor in the area and I agree 
with all the comments I've been hearing from the last few speakers. I'm very disappointed in this plan. I 
don't feel it's fair to Island Lake residents like me. I've paid dearly for it and have paid dearly in 
maintenance fees for 10 years now. To have a piece of land that you knew you couldn't stop a builder 
from eventually building there, but I don't believe there's anyone in Island Lake that ever dreamt that a 
development like this could go in with these small lots and could talk about utilizing our pool and trails 
and lake. Once the area south of the lake was developed, the residents in the area were happy that 
construction is finally stopping and that things seem calm and we have seen our pool get much more 
crowded with the south lake development. Now to have another 75 proposed homes, it will absolutely 
kill the people that have used homes they are going to try to sell. There have been a lot of people that 
have just been waiting for the economy to improve to put their homes on the market. And now they are 
so thrilled that they can sell their house at a decent price. With this development, anyone in that position 
is now just stuck because they are now going to be competing with construction that is going to be 
allowed to step right in and use the amenities that make Island Lake so special. I don't understand why 
this is even legal for Toll Brothers to come in and never having owned this land when they originally 
planned Island Lake. I don't understand how they're able to come in and add more homes and just use 
the amenities, but that is something I'm going to check the legalities on. I don't think this plan here is fair 
to all the people no matter what neighborhood you're in. The west side of Novi has always had big lots 
and nature and this just doesn't conform at all. I had a lot of wildlife that came through my yard and 
once the south side of the lake developed, it drove off a lot of them. So I do think this additional 
construction with harm the wildlife in the area. 

Shelly Trailer is a resident of Island Lake. I just don't think this area mimics what Island Lake looks like in 
terms of green space and lot size. What I didn't hear discussed tonight was the amenities. I recently 
attended our Santa party which was packed. There were too many kids in the boat house and they 
couldn't even hear Santo's story. So if you hove this many house with this many young families coming, 
parties such that would have to be split up into two nights or something to accommodate all these 
people. I'm just concerned with the amenities and the parking spaces. Sometimes you have to park on 
the streets because the pool lot is full. 

Scott Russo lives near the property in question. I have a couple concerns. In regards to safety, with the 
density of houses in this area, what will the traffic be like on the street? With 70 plus homes in such a small 
area, what will the traffic be like as compared to now? Also, the amount of green space and public 
area for the children to play in is a really big concern of mine. Right now there isn't a common area 
where any of our children can play. This is something that fundamentally needs to be addressed. Lastly, 
what types of homes are going to be built there? It's opposite of what our community has been built on 
in terms of lot size and home values. 

Scott Novella is a resident of Island Lake. In looking at this plan, it isn't consistent with what we moved 
into. There is no common area provided and the density is too great. Going through our street and the 
adjacent streets, we probably have at least 40 children total and there is no place for them to play. 
Right now they play in the retaining pond area. Another concern of mine is the traffic on Wixom. Right 
now, since 2005 when CC went in, the traffic had substantially increased. It appears that there was a 
traffic study done in 2010 and I can grantee since that time the traffic has just increased greatly. Just 
trying to exit our neighborhood between 7 and 7:30 pm on a weekday is just unbelievable with all the 
traffic that's coming up Wixom road to go to CC. In addition, the Singh Development will increase the 
traffic further. As other people have echoed, the existing resources are really stressed within our 
association. The parking at the pool is unbelievable especially on a hot, summer day. When the pool is 
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open between July 41h and Labor Day, it makes it difficult to try and go up there. The other thing I would 
echo is in regards to the retention ponds. The one being proposed is enormous; I don't know any pond in 
our entire subdivision that is that large. At that size, it becomes a hazard to the kids. The kids play there, 
that's our green area, if the retention pond is going to be that large, its going to fill up. In the event that 
the plan does get re-drawn, I would prefer that an exit not occur off Ten Mile. On weeknights, it becomes 
heavily traveled and it could become a cut through. 

Joe Tesarrowo is also a resident of Island Lake. I'm just a little confused. I've been told this is going to be 
part of Island Lake, but it doesn't look like it. We talked about the lot sizes, if it's going be part of Island 
Lake it should look like Island Lake with the same lot sizes, houses, landscaping and everything else. We 
wouldn't put a ten story apartment building there and call it Island Lake so why are we even deviating 
at all? I live next to the current retention wall. When we moved in that was a real pond with wildlife and 
another basin that we could actually skate on in the winter; it was a nice amenity. Now it's just weeds 
collecting trash. When you look at the size of these ponds, there is no other retention pond on Island Lake 
property right on the road to welcome everyone driving by, it's crazy. So is this Island Lake, because it 
doesn't look like Island Lake. So if we're not going to make it look like Island Lake then I suggest that the 
Toll family make it something else. Don't include it with Island Lake and don't include it with the 
amenities, which would solve a lot of problems for everybody. Right now, we should probably work 
together to find a way to make this look like Island Lake if it's going to go in there. Again with the number 
of houses, there's enough room now for common area to support 100 homes consistent with the Island 
Lake design and feel. This looks like just a bunch of houses crammed in trying to take advantage of the 
amenities and lowering the rest of our property values. 

Commissioner Greco read off the correspondence that was received. 

Jeffery Wagenberg objects to the proposed plan. He is concerned with the traffic because it's already 
getting bad and another subdivision of this size will make it much worse. He is also concerned about the 
probable negative effect it will have on already depressed home prices. 

Timothy and Rhonda Rush object to this proposal because the water/pool may not be at capacity; 
however on a hot day there is never enough seating. The deck is over capacity already. 

Julie and Troy Londo object to this proposal because it will put more of a strain on our amenities than we 
have now. People are getting turned away at the pool as it is. Also there has been a large increase in 
traffic at 10 Mile and Wixom Road due to Oak Pointe Church. The additional homes will further increase 
the traffic. 

Benjamin Abler has concerns about the new subdivision. He plans to live here for many years and it's a 
wonderful community but 10 Mile Road at its current width cannot accommodate additional traffic of 75 
new families. The Island Lake of Novi Subdivision association has existing community shared resources 
that are already reaching capacity and cannot accommodate the additional 75 families. This 
expansion was not in the master plan of the City of Novi nor was it in the master plan of Island Lake of 
Novi. Both plans need to be re-evaluated to determine if this is appropriate. He's in favor of growth and 
expansion but not at the detriment of community traffic in the immediate area and to the existing 
residents of the subdivision. 

George Vitta objects also. He says the existing traffic volume on Wixom Road, north of 1 0 Mile is too 
great. The access to Wixom Road during morning and evening rush hours is already greatly limited. 1-96 
access at Wixom and Grand River takes too long. 

Scott Daly also objects because the area is getting too crowded. The traffic causes too much noise for 
the homes on Reeds Point. Traffic is becoming a safety hazard. 
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Lolita Brocks also objects because she enjoys the beauty of the woodland and peaceful surroundings of 
nature. 

Angela Shires supports Toll building more beautiful homes but does not support them building in Island 
Lake without additional amenities being added. If more homes are to be added then Toll must agree to 
more parks, pools and basketball courts. 

Christopher Trainer also objects because the current footprint of Island Lake is not yet competed and the 
boathouse pool and other amenities are already crowded and over capacity. 

Vineeth Kallur objects to the proposal because it would increase the number of people using the pool 
and cause overcrowding. 

Steve Valentines also objects because of the reason of overuse of existing amenities, safety of those 
crossing Wixom and the subsequent traffic hindrance. 

Lori Mayer objects also because overcrowding of the amenities including the pooL tennis court and 
boathouse. 

Daniel Gelovich approves only on the condition that the pool is expanded and/or association dues are 
reduced. 

There was no additional correspondence and no one else in the audience wished to speak. 

Moved by Member Lynch and seconded by Member Prince: 

ROLL CALL VOTE ON PRELIMINARY SITE PLAN APPROVAL MOTION MADE BY MEMBER LYNCH AND 
SECONDED BY MEMBER PRINCE: 

Motion to adjourn the public hearing to a future date to be determined and re-noticed by staff to 
allow staff adequate time to review the information submitted by the applicant on December 71h, and 
to allow the applicant the opportunity to submit any additional materials. Motion carried S-0. 
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Wixom Road to the existing Island Lake of Novi Residential Unit Development (RUD) Agreement in 
order to construct 7 4 single-family residential units. The existing agreement provides review standards 
for the development of the properly where the terms of the development differ from the underlying 
ordinance standards. 

There are currently 773 units constructed or approved in the existing Island Lake development. The 
addition of 7 4 units would bring the total number of units to 847 units, less than the amount permitted in 
the existing RUD Agreement (884 units). The applicant has also proposed increasing the number of 
units permitted in the agreement from 884 to 916 in order to allow for future expansion of the 
development. The additional future expansion area has not been identified. 

The ordinance states that an RUD shall include detached one-family dwelling units, as is proposed in 
this phase. The applicant has not proposed any attached units, clubhouses, churches, schools or 
other uses that may be permitted as a part of the proposed development phase. While a variety of 
housing types is expected in an RUO, the overall density generally shall not exceed the density 
permitted in the underlying zoning district. The applicant has provided a statement that the proposed 
density will increase from 0.89 units/acre to 0.96 units/acre if the RUD Amendment is approved. The 
Island Lake Development is a combination of R-1, One Family Residential, and RA, Residential 
Acreage zoning. 

The previously submi1ted RUD Plan, RUD Amendment and Preliminary Site Plan and proposed 75 single
family residential units. The Planning Commission held a public hearing on December 12, 2012 for the 
submitted RUD Plan. At that public hearing several members of the public expressed concerns. The 
Planning Commission postponed consideration of the item and adjourned the public hearing to a 
date to be determined to allow the applicant additional time to address the concerns of detailed iri 
the staff and consultant review letters, and the concerns of the public. 
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The revised RUD Plan, RUD Amendment and Preliminary Site Plan propose 74 single-family units (1 less 
than previously proposed). The eliminated unit has been converted to open space and parkland and 
the applicant has offered to contribute $25,000 to the Island Lake Homeowner's Association to be 
used for the expansion of the existing swimming pool deck. The applicant has also included several 
features to aid pedestrians, including a sidewalk connection to the proposed Dinser Drive sidewalk, a 
crosswalk on Wixom Road and the construction of approximately 928 feet of missing sidewalk within 
the Wixom Road right-of-way on the property south of the proposed development. 

Recommendation 
Staff recommends approval of the revised RUD Plan and RUD Amendment to allow for the 
development of the subject property without an increase in the overall allowable units for the entire 
Island Lake of Novi development provided that the Planning Commission recommends and the City 
Council finds that the proposed plan meets the Zoning Ordinance standards for a major change to an 
approved RUD, as·outlined in this letter. If the RUD Plan and RUD Amendment are approved by the 
City Council, the revised Preliminary Site Plan, Woodland Permit and Storm Water Management Plan 
will be considered by the Planning Commission. 

While staff supports the increase in the number of units needed for this phase (an additional74 units to 
the existing 773 units, and allowed within the previously approved maximum of 884 units) as identified 
on the submitted plans, staff does not support the Increase In the allowable number of units above 
what Is shown (an additional 32 units to the overall development to allow up to 916 units) on the 
submitted RUD plan at this time. If at some point in the future, additional land is identified for 
expansion of the RUD development, the applicant may return for revised RUD plan consideration at 
that time. 

RUD Standards 
Any amendment or revision constituting a major change in the approved RUD plan shall be reviewed 
as if it were a new RUD plan. An increase in the number of dwelling units is considered a major 
change. The Planning Commission and City Council are asked to consider the following when 
evaluating the proposed RUD amendment. Staff comments are underlined and bracketed. 

a) The appropriateness of the site for the proposed use; 
b) The effects of the proposed use upon adjacent properties and the community; 
c) The demonstrable need for the proposed use; 
d) The care taken to maintain the naturalness of the site and to blend the use within the site and 

its surroundings; 
!While larger, valuable Walnut trees have been preserved along Dinser Drive, a significant 
amount of regulated woodland would be removed as part of the proposed development.!: 

e) The existence of clear, explicit, substantial and ascertainable benefits to the City from the RUD. 
{The applicant has provided a narrative describing the benefits of the RUD.l 

The Planning Commission and City Council shall consider the following factors noted in Section 2402.8 
as part of their evaluation of the RUD Amendment. Staff comments are italicized and bracketed. 

a) Whether all applicable provisions of this Section [2402 of the Zoning Ordinance], other 
applicable requirements of this Ordinance, including those applicable to special land uses, 
and all applicable ordinances, codes, regulations and laws have been met. 
[The applicant has submitted the required application information.) 

b) Whether adequate areas have been set aside for all schools, walkways, playgrounds, parks, 
recreation areas, parking areas and other open spaces and areas to be used by residents of 
the development. The applicant shall make provisions to assure that such areas have been or 
will be committed for those purposes. 
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[Walkways have generally been provided as part of the proposed addition. The applicant has 
set aside 13.7% of the proposed development area as open space, some of which will be 
comprised of a recreation area. The applicant has offered to donate $25,000 to the Island 
Lake Homeowner's Association to be used for expansion of. the pool deck, an existing 
amenity. I 

c) Whether traffic circulation features within the site and the location of parking areas are 
designed to assure safety and convenience of both vehicular and pedestrian traffic both 
within the site and in relation to access streets. 
!The applicant has provided for safe traffic flow as indicated in the traffic review letter.) 

d) Whether, relative to conventional one-family development of the site, the proposed use will 
not cause any detrimental impact in existing thoroughfares in terms of overall volumes, 
capacity, safety, travel times and thoroughfare level of service, or, in the alternative, the 
development will provide onsite and offsite improvements to alleviate such impacts. 
[The development will not have a detrimental impact on existing thoroughfares over and 
above development under the existing zoning as indicated in the traffic review fetter.) 

e) Whether there are or will be, at the time of development, adequate means of disposing of 
sanitary sewage, disposing of stormwater drainage, and supplying the development with 
water. 
[The applicant has provided for adequate stormwater management and utilities.] 

f) Whether, and the extent to which, the RUD will provide for the preservation and creafion of 
open space. Open space includes. the. preservation of significantnatural assets, including, but 
not limited to, woodlands, topographic features, significant views, natural drainage ways, 
water bodies, floodplains, wetlands, significant plant and animal habitats and other natural 
features. Specific consideration shall be given to whether the proposed development will 
minimize disruption to such resources. Open space also includes the creation of active and 
passive recreational areas, such as parks, golf courses, soccer fields, ball fields, bike paths, 
walkways and nature trails. 
[The applicant has set aside 13.7% of the proposed development area as open space, some 
of which will be comprised of a recreation area.] 

g) Whether the RUD will be compatible with adjacent and neighboring land uses, existing and 
master planned. 
[Uses permitted in the single-family zoning districts are proposed or existing on the surrounding 
parcels to the north and east. The adiacent property at the northeast corner of Ten Mile and 
Wixom Roads is developed as a daycare facility and an undeveloped, wooded lot. The 
Planning Commission and the City Council may wish to the consider the future uses of this 
remainder property, currently zoned and master planned for residential uses.J 

h) Whether the desirabiHty of conventional residential development within the City is outweighed 
by benefits occurring from the preservation and creation of open space and the establishment 
of school and park facilities that will result from the RUD. lOne additional pocket park is 
proposed with this phase. Residents of this phase would have access to the parks and open 
space created in earlier phases of the Island Lake Development, with proposed pedestrian 
access provided for the phases located on the east side of Wixom Road. I 

i) Whether any detrimental impact from the RUD resulting from an increase in total dwelling units 
over that which would occur with conventional residential development is outweighed by 
benefits occurring from the preservation and creation of open space and the establishment of 
school and park facilities that will result from the RUD. 
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j) Whether the proposed reductions in lot sizes and setback areas are the minimum necessary to 
preserve and create open space, to provide for school and park sites, and to ensure 
compatibility with adjacent and neighboring land uses. 
fA reduction in lot sizes below the Zoning Ordinance standards is proposed. Severo/lots would 
be deficient in terms of the required side yard setback even under the reduced standard.] 

k) Evaluation of the impact of RUD development on the City's ability to deliver and provide public 
infrastructure and public services at a reasonable cost and with regard to the planned and 
expected contribution of the property to tax base and other fiscal considerations. 

I) Whether the applicant has made satisfactory provisions for the financing of the installation of 
all streets, necessary utilities and other proposed improvements. 

m) Whether the applicant has made satisfactory provisions for future ownership and maintenance 
of all common areas within the proposed development. 
[The new development area would be included in the amended Master Deed and By-laws for 
the Island Lake of Novi development.] 

n) Whether any proposed deviations from the area, bulk, yard, and other dimensional 
requirements of the zoning ordinance applicable to the property enhance the development, 
are in the public interest, are consistent with the surrounding area, and are not injurious to the 
natural features and resources of the property and surrounding area. 

Ordinance Regulremen1s 
This project wqs reviewed for conformance with the standards of the RUD Agreement. Where the 
agreement fails to address an item of review, the underlying ordinance standards govern the review 
of the site including standards in Article 3 (RA Residential Acreage District), Article 24 (Schedule of 
Regulations), Article 25 (General Provisions) and any other applicable provisions of the Zoning 
Ordinance. Items in bold below must be addressed by the applicant and or Planning 
Commission/City CounciL 

1. RUD Intent: As an optional form of development, the RUD allows development flexibility of various 
types of residential dwelling units (one-family, attached one-family cluster). It is also the intent of 
the RUD option to permit permanent preservation of valuable open land, fragile natural resources 
and rural. community character that would be lost under conventional development. This is 
accomplished by permitting flexible lot sizes in accordance with open land preservation credits 
when the residential developments are located in a substantial open land setting, and through the 
consideration of. relaxation of area, bulk, yard, dimensional and other zoning ordinance standards 
in order to accomplish specific planning objectives. 

This flexibility is intended to reduce the visual intensify of development; provide privacy; protect 
natural resources from intrusion, pollution, or impairment; protect locally important animal and 
plant habitats; preserve lands of unique scenic, historic, or geologic value; provide private 
neighborhood recreation; and protect the public health, safety and welfare. 

Such flexibility will also provide for: 
• The use of land in accordance with its character and adaptability; 
• The construction and maintenance of streets, utilities and public services in a more 

economical and efficient manner: 
• The compatible design and use of neighboring properties; and 
• The reduction of development sprawl, so as to preserve open space as undeveloped land. 
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Amendments and Revisions to an approved RUD plan shall require alt procedures and conditions 
that are required for original submittal and review for amendments that are considered "major 
changes". The addition of land area and increase in the number of dwelling units are both 
considered "major changes", so full review of the ordinance standards is necessary at this time. 

2. Density: The currently approved RUD Agreement allows up to 884 dwelling units. A total of 773 
dwelling units have been approved for the development through site plan approvals. The 
applicant is seeking to add 74 units in this phase, and increase the permitted density an additional 
32 units for a phase yet to be determined. The applicant has indicated that the density approved 
in the RUD is 0.97 units/acre. With the proposed addition of 32 units, and if the total number of units 
permitted is constructed, the actual density Will be 0.96 units/acre. The applicant has provided 
the updated density calculations for the entire development and Island lake of Novi will be within 
the permilt~d density with the new prqposed development area. 

3. lot Size and Area: One-family detached dwellings are subject to the minimum lot area and size 
requirements of the underlying district. RA zoning requires 43,560 sq. ft. lots that are a minimum of 
150ft. wide. The applicant has proposed a minimum size of 12,000 sq. ft. and d minimum width of 
90 ft., consistent with the currently approved RUD Agreement standards. The City Coundl may 
modify lot size and width r~qufrements where such modification will result In the preservation of 
open space for those purposes set forth In Section 2402.38 of the Zoning Ordinance and where the 
RUD will provide a genuine variety of lot sizes. The plans Indicate that a total of 5 acres of open 
space wlll be maintained in this phase of development (mostly In the perimeter buffering, the 
detention basin area and the proposed pocket park), which Is about 13.7 percent of the area in 
this phase. The applicant has provided a summary of lot sizes throughout the entire development. 
Taken as a whole, there are a variety of lot sizes throughout Island Lake of Novl. In the proposed 
phase, lots range from approximately 12,000 sq. ft. to 28,719 sq. ft., allowing for some variation In 

.. lc:>tslze. ThbJs c;:onsistent withother.phases of Island Lake ofNo.vl .. 
4. Building Setback: One-family detached dwellings in an RUD are subject to the building setback 

regulations of the underlying zoning district, in this case the RA District. TheRA District setbacks are 
listed In the attached planning review chart. The applicant has proposed building setbacks 
generally consistent with the currently approved RUD Agreement standards. This setback 
reduction would be permitted provided the City Council agrees to the reduction In lot size and 
area noted above. Additionally, the applicant has proposed a 7 ft. side yard setback in several 
instances, which would be deficient even if the current RUD Agreement standards are used. 
Provided lot sizes and widths are reduced as part of the RUD plan approval, the City Council is 
authorized to grant deviations from the strict terms of the Zoning Ordinance with a Council finding 
of the following factors listed In Sec. 2402.6: 

a. That each zoning ordinance provision from which a deviation is sought would, if the 
deviation were not granted, prohibit an enhancement of the development that would be 
in the greater public interest; 

b. That approving the proposed deviation would be compatible with the existing and 
planned uses in the surrounding area; 

c. That the proposed deviation would not be detrimental to the natural features and 
resources of the affected property and surrounding area, or would enhance or preserve 
such natural features and resources; 

d. That the proposed deviation would not be injurious to the safety or convenience of 
vehicular or pedestrian traffic. In determining whether to grant any SL!ch deviation, the 
Council shall be authorized to attach reasonable conditions to the RUD plan, in 
accordance with Section 2402. 1 0; and 

e. That the proposed deviation would not cause an adverse fiscal or financial impact on the 
City's abHity to provide services and facilities to the property or to the public as a whole. 

The applicant has provided justification related to the requested deviation indicating there Is a 
conflict between the originally approved RUD and current City ordinances regulating 
driveways necessitating a three foot deviation for side-entry garages. 
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5. Submittal Requirements: The applicant has submitted the items noted in Section 2402.7 of the 
ordinance including a recent aerial photo with a scale not smaller than 1 "=200"; a written 
statement regarding the expected population for the RUD Plan; and a statement regarding the 
proposed mechanism to assure the permanent preservation and maintenance of open space 
areas, RUD amenities, and common areas. 

6. Private Parks and Recreation Areas: At the Pre-Application meeting, the applicant indicated that 
residents of "The Meadows" phase would be permitted to use the private parks, recreation areas 
and clubhouse that have been established for the Island Lake community. Staff inquired about 
whether non-motorized improvements would be proposed to assist in allowing for non-motorized 
traffic to cross Wixom Road. The approved Non~Moforized Master Plan shows an existing signalized 
pedestrian crosswalk at Ten Mile Road and Wixom Road, and another crossing location planned 
for Wixom Road, north of Ten Mile Road. The applicant has proposed a sidewalk conneCtion to 
the proposed Dinser Drive sidewalk, a crosswalk on Wixom Road and the construction of 
approximately 928 feet of missing sidewalk within the Wixom Road right-of-way on the property 
south of the proposed development. 

7. Special Land Use: The Planning Commission shall also consider the standards for Special Land Use 
approval as a part of its review of the proposed RUD modification, per Section 2402.8.8. 

8. Master Deed and By-laws: The amended Master Deed and By-laws must be submitted for review 
with the Final Site Plan submittal. 

9. Parcel Combination/Split: It appears a parcel combination and/or parcel split is proposed. All 
combinations and splits must be completed prior to Stamping Set approval. 

10. Signage: Exterior Signage is not regulated by the Planning Division or Planning Commission. Please 
contact Jeannie Niland {248.347.0438} for information regarding sign permits. 

Site Addressing 
The applicant should contact the Building Division for an address prior to applying for a building 
permit. Building permit applications cannot be processed without a correct address. The address 
application can be found on the Internet at www.cityofnovi.org under the forms page of the 
Community Development Department. 

Please contact Jeannie Niland [248.347 .0438] in the Community Development Department with any 
specific questions regarding addressing of sites. 

Street and ProJect Name 
This proposed streets will need approval from the Street and Project Naming Committee. Please 
contact Richelle Leskun (248-347-0579) in the Community Development Department for additional 
information. 

Pre-Construction Meeting 
Prior to the start of any work on the site, Pre-Construction (Pre-Con) meetings must be held with the 
applicant's contractor and the City's consulting engineer. Pre-Con meetings are generally held after 
Stamping Sets have been issued and prior to the start of any work on the site. There are a variety of 
requirements, fees and permits that must be issued before a Pre-Con can be scheduled. If you have 
questions regarding the checklist or the Pre-Con itself, please contacl Sarah Marchioni [248.347.0430 
or smarchioni@cifyofnovi.orgJ in the Community Development Department. 

Chapter 26.5 
Chapter 26.5 of the City of Novi Code of Ordinances generally requires all projects be completed 
within two years of the issuance of any starting permit. Please contact Sarah Marchioni at 248-347-
0430 for additional information on starting permits. The applicant should review and be aware of the 
requirements of Chapter 26.5 before starting construction. 
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A letter from either the applicant or the appHcant's representative addressing comments in this and 
other review letters is required prior to consideration by the Planning Commission and with the next 
plan submittal. · 

If the applicant has any questions concerning the above review or the process in general, do not 
hesitate to contact me at 248.347.0586 or kkapelanski@cifyofnovi.org. 
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Item Proposed 
Property is master planned No change 
for single family residential 
use 
Zoning Is currently RA, Inclusion in the 
Residential Acreage Island Lake of Novi 

RUD 
use {Sec/2.402} Single-family, 
single family detached detached homes 
homes, etc. proposed 
Density Island Lake has 773 
(RUb'iefmJ dwelling units 

under currently 
884 dwelling units permitted .approved site 
under current RUD plans. 
agreement 

Up to 884 dwelling 
units are permitted. 

The applicant has 
indicated up to 74 
units could be 
constructed on the 
subject property 
bring the total 
number of units to 
847 units. 

The applicant has 
proposed to add 
32 unils to the RUD 
meaning up to 916 
units could be 
developed in order 
to allow for 
potential 
expansion of the 
RUDin the future. 

RUD Ordinance Standards (SeC::.2402} 
Required property size - 40.68 acres 
20 acres 
Detached one-family Detached one-
dwellings permitted family dwellings 

Meet 
Requirements? Comments 
Yes 

Applicant has submitted an 
amendment to the Island Lake RUD 
Agreement. 

Yes 

See the planning review letter for 
additional. information. 

The applicant has Indicated the total 
density of the Island Lake of Novl 
development will be 0. 96 units per 
acre, consistent with the originally 
approved density of 0.97 units per 
acre. 

············ The applicant has Indicated the 
additional 32 units are proposed to 
be included In the RUD to allow for 
additional expansion of the 
development in the future. 

Yes 

Yes 



Meet 
Item Proposed Requirements? Comments 
Minimum Lot Size Minimum lot size No The City Council may modify such 
(sec.24ii2!'4 '6nd kub'teim} 12,000 sq. ft. lot area requirements where such 
One-family detached modification will result In the 
dwellings are subject to the preservation of open space for those 
minimum lot area purposes set forth In subpart 2402.38 
requirements of the <;md where the RUD will provide a 
underlying district. RA zoning genuine variety of lot sizes. 
requires 43,560 sq. ft.lots. 

See the planning review leHer for 
Non waterfront lots in the additional Information. 
RUD are required to be a 
minimum of 12,000 square 
feet 
Minimum Lot Width Minimum 90ft. lot No The City Council may modify such 
rsfiCJ)'f2402i#&ili:!''RDi5fermi width lot width requirements where such 
One-family detached modification will result In the 
dwellings are subject to the preservation of open space for those 
minimum lot width purposes set forth In subpart 2402.38 
requirements of the and where the RUD will provide a 
underlying district. RA zoning genuine variety of lot sizes. 
requires 150ft. lot widths. 

, Lot sizes In this proposed Phase 7 are 
Non waterfront lots in the similar to lot sizes In the recently 
RUD are required to be a , added Phase 5C, which Is currently 
minimum of 90 feet wide under construction west of Oak 

Pointe Church. 
Building Setbacks Front: Min. 30 ft. No 7' side yard setback shown In 
tsec.i24o2t$?o'hHkubJerm1 Rear: 35ft. several Instances. 
One-family detached Side: 7ft. 
dwellings shall be subject to Aggregate Side: 30 Provided lot sizes and widths are 
the minimum requirements ft. reduced as part of final approval of 
of the zoning district. an RUD plan, the City Council shall 
RA zoning Entire building be authorized to grant deviations 
Front: 45ft. envelope shown from the strict terms of the zoning 
Rear: 50 ft. on plans ordinance with a Council finding of 
Side: 20ft. the factors listed In Sec. 2402.6. 
Side Yard Aggregate: 50 ft. 

If lot sizes are reduced in 
accordance with Sec. 2402. 
4 yard requirements shall be 
governed by that zoning 
district which has minimum 
lot area and width 
standards that correspond 
to the dimensions of the 
particular lot. 

For 90 foot wide lots: 
Front: 30 feet 
Rear: 35 feet 
Side Minimum: 10 feet 



Meet 
Item Proposed Requirements? Comments 
Side Combined: 30 feet 
Minimum Floor Area (Sec; No minimum unit N/A Building size reviewed at plot plan 
2466} .. size shown or phase 
Units must be greater than required at this 
1,000 square feet point 
~yjtglp~ ~t;lght No elevations N/A BuildinQ height reviewed at plot plan 
(S€ie::C2400) provided at this phase 
Buildings shall not exceed time 
2 Yz stories or 35 feet 
Sidewalks Sidewalks shown Yes 
tRUi5t~rfiU 
A pedestrian network plan 
was approved as part of the 
RUD. This plan requires 
sidewalks along all internal 
roads. 
Open Space The current plan Yes See the planning review tetter for 
tkuo.;i~rmf does not encroach additional Information. 
The RUD includes. an open into those areas 
space plan, indicating designated for 
certain areas to be set aside openspace. The 
as community open space proposed 

development area 
includes ·13.7% I 

open space. 

Review Prepared by Kristen Kapelanski, A!CP 



ENGINEERING REVIEW 



cityofnovi.org 

Petitioner 
Toll Bros. Inc., applicant 

Review Type 

PLAN REVIEW CENTER REPORT 
January 31,2013 

Engineering Review 
The Meadows of Island Lake of Novi 

JSP12-0065 

Revised Preliminary Site Plan 

Property Characteristics 
• Site Location: 
• Site Size: 

Plan Date: 

·Prolect Summary 

E. of Wixom Rd and N. of Ten Mile Rd 
40.68 acres 
December 21, 2012 

• Construction of a 751ot two-phase single family subdivision on approximately 40,68 
acres. Site access would be provided by Wixom Road and Acorn Trail. 

• Water service would be provided by the existing 12-inch water mains on Wixom Rd 
that would be extended through the proposed development as an 8-inch public 
water man. Extension of the water main across the Ten Mile Road and Dinser Road 
frontages as a 12-inch water main. 

• Sanitary sewer service would be provided by a I 0-inch extension from the existing 
10-inch sanitary sewer along the west side of Wixom Road with a stub to Dinser Drive. 

• Storm water would be collected by two storm sewer collection systems, one 
directing flow Into an expansion of the existing detention basin (Basin 1) in Island 
Lake 3C and the other directing flow into a proposed detention basin {Basin 2) south 
of Basin 1. Basin 1 and Basin 2 are proposed to discharge into a storm sewer network 
that ultimately outlets into Island Lake. 

Recommendation 
Approval of the Revised Preliminary Site Plan and Preliminary Storm Wafer Management 
Plan Is recommended. 



Engineering Review of Revised Preliminary Site Plan 
The Meadows of Island Lake of Novl 
JSP12·0065 

Comments: 

January 31,2013 
Page2 of 5 

The Revised Preliminary Site Plan meets the general requirements of Chapter 11, the 
Storm Water Management Ordinance and the Engineering Design Manual with the 
following items to be addressed at the time of Final Site Plan submittal (further 
engineering detail will be required at the time of the final site plan submittal): 

Additional Comments [to be addressed prior to the Final Site Plan submittal}: 

General 
1. The City standard detail sheets are not required for the Final Site Plan 

submittal. They will be required with the Stamping Set submittal: 

Water Main 
2. Provide a profile for aU proposed wafer main with a note stating that a 

minimum cover of five and one-half (5V2) feet shall be maintained at all times. 
3. Three {3) sealed sets of revised utility plans along with the MDEQ permit 

application ( 1/07 rev.} for water main consfruction and the Streamlined 
Water Main Permit Checklist should be submitted to the Engineering 
Department for review, assuming no further design changes are anticipated. 
Utility plan sets shall Include only the cover sheet, any applicable utility sheets 
and the standard detail sheets. . .. .. . . . . . . . .... .... .. . . . . 

Sanitary Sewer 
4. Provide a profile for all proposed sanitary sewer with a note stating· that a 

minimum cover of four (4) feet shall be maintained at all times. 
5. Revise the sanitary sewer service area to show how the area south of 

Delmont Drive and west of the lTC property will be served, either by the 
sanitary stub provided in Island Lake 3C or the proposed sanitary stub on 
Dinser Drive. The sanitary service area for the proposed stub should be 
maximized to eliminate any breaks in service area. This may require an 
increase In Invert depth for the proposed stub on Dinser Drive. 

6. Five (5) sealed sets of revised utility plans along with the MDEQ permit 
application (11 /07 rev.) for sanitary sewer construction and the Streamlined 
Sanitary Sewer Permit Cerlification Checklist should be submitted to the 
Engineering Department for review, assuming no further design changes are 
anticipated. Utility plan sets shall include only the cover sheet any 
applicable utility sheets and the standard detail sheets. Also, the MDEQ can 
be contacted for an expedited review by their office. 

Storm Sewer 
7. Provide a profile of the proposed storm sewer showing a minimum cover of 3 

feet and all catch basin sumps .. 
8. Provide the location for all residential sump leads. All leads must discharge 

into the subdivision's storm sewer network. 



Engineering Review of Revised Preliminary Sfte Plan 
The Meadows of Island Lake of Nov/ 
JSP12-0065 

Storm Water Management Plan 

January 31,2013 
Page 3 of 5 

9. The Storm Water Management Plan for this development shall be designed in 
accordance with the Storm Water Ordinance and Chapter 5 of the new 
Engineering Design Manual. 

10. A revised Storm Drain Maintenance agreement for Island Lake 3C may be 
required for the changes to Basin 1. 

Paving & Grading 
11. Provide spot elevations to demonstrate a level landing adjacent to each side 

of the pathway crossing and general ADA compliance. 

12. No more than 1/,t" ver11cal obstacle shall be allowed at each transition 
between the pathway and the drive approach. 

Oft-Site Easements 

13. Provide a temporary construction easement for the detention basin 
expansion in Island Lake 3C. 

14. ·Provide a revised Storm Drainage Maintenance Agreement for Island Lake 
3C 

The following must be submilted at the time of Final Site Plan submittal: 

15. AJe.tterfr()rn e.ith.e.r the. gppli~atlf or Jhe qpplicqnt's E;ngine.er .. must be 
submitted with the Final Site Plan highlighting the changes made to the plans 
addressing each of the comments listed above and indicating the revised 
sheets involved. 

16. An itemized construction cost estimate must be submlfted to the Community 
Development Department at the time of Final Site Plan submiftal for the 
determination of plan review and construction inspection fees. This estimate 
should only include the civil site work and not any costs associat~d with 
construdion of the building or any demolition work. The cost estimate must 
be Jfemlzed for each utility (water, sanitary, storm sewer), on-site paving, right
of-way paving ·(Including proposed right-of-way), grading, and the storm 
water basin (basin consiruction, control structure, pretreatment structure and 
restoration). 

The following must be submitted at the time of Stamping Set submittal: 

17. A draft copy of the maintenance agreement tor the storm water facilities, as 
outlined in the Storm Water Management Ordinance, must be submitted to 
the Community Development Department with the Final Site Plan. Once the 
form of the agreement is approved, this agreement must be approved by 
City Council and shall be recorded in the office of the Oakland County 
Register of Deeds. 

18. A draft copy of the 20-foot wide easement for the water main to be 
constructed on the site must be submitted to the Community Development 
Department. 



Engineering Review of Revised Preliminary Site Plan 
The Meadows of Island Lake of No vi 

January 31, 2013 
Page4 of 5 

JSP/2-0065 

19. A draft copy of the 20-foot wide easement for the sanitary sewer to be 
constructed on the site must be submitted to the Community Development 
Department. · 

20. A 20-foot wide easement where storm sewer or surface drainage crosses lot 
boundaries must be shown on the Exhibit B drawings of the Master Deed. 

21. Executed copies of any required off-site utility/construction easements must 
be submitted to the Communi1y Development Department. 

The following must be addressed prior to construction: 

22. A pre-construction meeting shall be required prior to any site work being 
started. Please contact Sarah Marchioni in the Communily Development 
Department to setup a meeting (248-347-0430}. 

23. A Ciiy of Novi Grading Permit will be required prior to any grading on the site. 
This permit will be issued at the pre-construction meeting. Once determined, 
a grading permit fee must be paid to the City Treasurer's Office. 

24. An NPDES permit must be obtained from the MDEQ because the site is over 5 
acres in size. The MDEQ requires an approved plan to be submitted with the 
Notice of Coverage. 

25. A Soil Erosion Control Permit must be obtained from the City of Novi. Contact 
Sarah Marchionlln the Community Development Department (248-347-0430} 
for forms and information. 

26. A permit for work within the right-of-way of Wixom Rd and Dinser Dr must be 
obtained from the City of Novi. The application is available from the City 
Engineering Department and should be filed at the time of Final Site Plan 
submittal. Please contact the Engineering Department at 248-347-0454 for 
further information. 

27. A permit for work within the right-of-way of Ten Mile Rd must be obtained 
from the Road Commission for Oakland County. Please contact the RCOC 
(248-858-4835) directly with any questions. The applicant must forward a 
copy of this permit to the City. Provide a note on the plans Indicating all work 
within the right-of-way will be constructed in accordance with the Road 
Commission for Oakland County standards. 

28. A permit for water main construction must be obtained from the MDEQ. This 
permit application must be submitted through the City Engineer after the 
water main plans have been approved. 

29. A permit for sanitary sewer construction must be obtained from the MDEQ. 
This permit application must be submitted through the City Engineer after the 
sanitary sewer plans have been approved. 

30. construction Inspection Fees to be determined once the construction cost 
estimate is submitted must be paid prior to the pre-construction meeting. 



Engineering Review of Revised Preliminary Site Plan 
The Meadows of Island Lake of Nov/ 
JSP/2-0065 

January 31,2013 
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31. A storm water performance guarantee, equal to 1.5 times the amount 
required to complete storm water management and facilities as specified in 
the Storm Water Management Ordinance, must be posted at the Treasurer's 
Office. 

32. An incomplete site work performance guarantee, equal to 1.5 times the 
amount required to complete the site improvements (excluding the storm 
water detention facilities} as specified in the Performance Guarantee 
Ordinance, must be posted at the Treasurer's Office. 

33. A street sign financial guarantee in an amount to be determined ($400 per 
traffic control sign proposed) must be posted at the Treasurer's Office. 

34. Permits for the construction of each retaining wall (if applicable) must be 
obtained from the Community Development Department (248-347-0415). 

Please contact Adam Wayne at (248) 735-5648 with any questions. 

a~ 
cc: BencroY, Engineering 

Brian Coburn, Engineering 
Kristen Kapelanski, Community Development Department 
Tina Glenn, Water & Sewer Dept. 



TRAFFIC REVIEW 



January 28, 2013 

Barbara McBeth, AICP 
Deputy Director of Community Development 
City of Novi 
45175 W, Ten Mile Rd. 
Novi, Ml 48375 

SUBJECT: The Meadows (of Island lake of Novi), JSP12-00651 

c/ear'7f)V't i r·rfJ "'"" ... f i() 

Traffic Review of Revised Island lake RUD Amendment (PRUD13·0003) 
& Revised Preliminary Site Plan (PSP13·0039) 

Dear Ms. McBeth: 

At your request, we have reviewed the above and offer the following recommendation and 
supporting comments. 

Recommendation 

vye recommend approval of the above two items, subject to the items shown below in bold 
being satisfactorily addressed on the final site plan; 

Site Description 
What is the applicant proposing, and what are the surrounding land uses and road network? 

1. The applicant is proposing 74 single-family home sites on a 40.68-acre site on the 
northeast corner of Wixom and 10 Mile Roads (surrounding two outlots at the immediate 
corner}. Primary vehicular access would occur via an easterly extension of Drakes Bay from 
its current east te.rminus at Wixom Road, and secondary vehicular access would occur via a 
southerly extension of Acorn Trail (from an earlier phase of Island Lake). 

2. Most surrounding land is in residential use or undeveloped. Earlier phases of Island Lake 
lie to the north and west, scattered homes in residential-acreage districts are south and 
east, and a City fire station is located on the south side of 10 Mile opposite Wixom Road. 

3. Wixom Road is a 35-mph minor arterial under City of Novi jurisdiction. This two-lane road 
widens to include a center left-turn lane at selected locations, such as Drakes Bay. A speed 
study done for the City showed that the average daily traffic (ADT) volume at a point about 
midway between 10 and 11 Mile Roads was approximately 7,500 vehicles in November 
2010; however, a just-completed study a~ Wixom and Glenwood (north of 11 Mile) shows 
that Wixom's daily volume has increased about 20%.over the past two years. 

Trip Generation & Traffic Study 
Was a traffic study submitted and was it acceptable? How much new traffic would be generated? 

Clearzoning, Inc · 28021 Southfield Road, lathrup Village, Michigan 413076 · 2413.423.1776 
Planning· Zoning· Transporlalion 

WW\v.clearzoning.com 



The Meadows (of Island Lake of Novi), Traffic Review of Revised RUD and RPSP 
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4. Seventy-four single-family detached homes can be expected to generate about 796 one
way vehicle trips per day, 61 in the AM peak hour (15 entering and 46 exiting) and 80 in the 
PM peak hour (50 entering and 30 exiting}. Since peak-hour, peak-direction trips would be 
less than 75, the applicant does not need to prepare and submit a formal traffic study. 

Vehicular Access Locations 
Do the proposed "driveway" locations meet City spacing standards? 

5. As indicated above, both points of vehicular access would be extensions of existing streets. 
Relative to the primary access on Wixom Road, the nearest existing intersections are 10 
Mile Road to the south and Braeburn Lane to the north, both about 900ft from Drakes Bay. 

Vehicular Access Improvements 
Will there be any improvements to the abutting road(s) at the proposed access polnt{s)? 

6. None have been proposed, other than a note (on plan sheet 15} indicating that the 
southbound center-lane approach to Drakes Bay will be re-striped for a left-turn lane. This 
re-striping will have to be detailed on the final site plan. Based on the plan's rendition of 
existing conditions, it appears that it would .be feasible to provide an adequate, 75-ft
long southbound left-turn lane at least 10-12-ft wide, extending n~rth from an Imaginary 
east-west extension of the north curb of Drakes Bay; over this distance, a II crosshatching 
will have to be groullcf off, a 4-illch-wide solid white line placed along the west side of 
the turn lane, and a left-only arrow and the word ONLY painted on the pavement. A 50-
ft-long entry gap should then be provided north of the full-width left-turn lane, by 
grinding off the double-yellow striping west of the centerline as well as all crosshatching. 

7. To afford northbound left-turn drivers a sense of equal turning priority, the lane markings 
on the northbound approach should be extended north to a point opposite a.n imaginary 
east-west extension of the south curb of Drakes Bay. 

8. The approved 2002 plan for Island Lake called for a RIGHT LANE MUST TURN RIGHT (R3-7R) 
sign on southbound Wixom Road approaching Drakes Bay, at the north end of a 60-ft-!ong 
solid white stripe separating the right-turn lane from the through lane (and about 80ft in 
advance of the north curb of Drakes Bay). However, as can be seen in the attached photo, 
no such sign existed as of May 2009. Given the proposed addition of a southbound left
turn lane at this location, we recommend that a left-only+ through-only+ right-only 
Lane Control {R3-8b) sign be installed In place of the missing R3-7R. 

9. The 2010 speed sample on Wixom Road near Delmont Drive showed that 38% of the traffic 
in the 5:00-6:00 p.m. peak hour was northbound. Making the worst-case assumption that 
this percentage of all traffic entering The Meadows would turn right from Wixom Road 
that hour, the entering right-turn volume would be 19 vehicles. It may be reasonable to 
also assume that the ADT volume on Wixom at this location is now 20% higher than it was 
at Delmont in 2010 (per comment 3 above), or 9,000 vehicles. Coincidentally, the above 
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combination of peak-hour right-turn volume and roaqway ADTvolume appears to exactly 
equal the City's warrant for a right-turn taper (per DCS Figure IX.10). However, assuming 
that at least some traffic would enter via Acorn Traii/Braeburn lane or existing Drakes Bay, 
the warrant would not quite be met, even under the assumed new level of through traffic. 
Given this conclusion, the moderate (35-mph) speed limit, and the entry design of.other 
side streets to the north, we are not recommending (and the applicant is not proposing) 
deceleration and/or acceleration tapers on Wixom at Drakes Bay East. 

Access Drive Design & Control 
Are the proposed design, pavement markings, and sign age satisfactory? 

10. The first boulevard island upon entering from Wixom Road would be about 58ft long, 
slightly longer than the Novi standard but shorter than the maximum permitted (per DCS 
Figure IX.3}. The nose offset, individual entering and exiting road widths, and curb return 
radii all meet City standards. 

11. Consistent with our pre-application comments1 the only pavement markings on the new 
westbound approach to Wixom Road would be those for a north-south crosswalk. 
Currently, the plan simply notes 11Pro. 8' wide crosswalk striping.11 The final site plan 
should show two MMUTCD-standard 6-inch-wide white longitudinal stripes spaced 8ft 
apart{the width of the paved safety path north andsouth ofthisintersection). 

12. Since the preliminary site plan was first submitted1 an east-west crosswalk has been added 
on the north side of the Wixom/Drakes Bay intersection, with an attached note reading in 
part "(Design to match two (2) existing painted crosswalks further north on Wixom Road)/' 
The pattern and color of this crosswalk must be consistent with MMUTCD standards and 
detailed on the final site plan. 

13. The two Keep Right signs now proposed at the 28-ft-wide opening between the two 
boulevard islands are unnecessary and should be deleted. 

14. To afford drivers turning right onto Drakes Bay East from Lake View Drive a better 
opportunity to notice and benefit from the proposed westbound lane Control (R3-8 
modified) sign, that sign should be relocated 55ft to the west, where it would still be 80ft 
in advance of the STOP sign. 

15. Clear-vision triangles consistent with DCS Figure VIll-E and 11 Mile Road's 35-mph speed 
limit should be shown on the plan at Wixom and Drakes Bay East. 

Pedestrian Access 
Are pedestrians safely and reasonably accommodated? 

16. An 8-ft-wide safety path is proposed along Wixom Road, consistent with what was 
previously provided for Island lake along this side of the road to the north. The plan 
should note the type of paving proposed for this path (concrete or asphalt). 
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17. In response to our pre-application comments, a walk was proposed between the 
development and the 10 Mile sidewalk, roughly midway along the development's 10 Mile 
Road frontage. The plan should note that this walk and the 6-ft-Wide walk along the 
north side of 10 Mile will be constructed of Portland cement concrete. 

18. Unless otherwise specified by the City's ADA Compliance Officer, ADA-compliant sidewalk 
ramps- equipped with detectable warning surfaces- should be provided on the: 

a. Safety path on both sides of Drakes Bay East. 

b. Ten Mile Road sidewalk on the west side of Dinser Drive. 

c. All internal sidewalk stubs (which have now been proposed in all requested 
locations). 

Circulation & Parking 
Can vehicles safely and conveniently maneuver through the site? 

19. All proposed street widths, centerline radii, and curb return radii meet or exceed City 
standards. The two very short U streets substantially conform to City desi&n standards for 
a cul-de-sac turnaround. 

20. The sign symbols distributed around the plan show only one street-name sign per 
Intersection. Both streets at each intersection (both external and internal) must be 
equipped with a street-name sign. 

21. To help ensure circulation by emergency vehicles, each U-street island should be 
equipped with two pair of back-to-back1 12-inch No Parking symbol (R8-3) signs. Such 
sign posts should be located at the X and % points around the periphery of each Island. 
(Since there is no approaching centerline relative to each of these two islands, there is no 
need for the customary Keep Right sign.) 

22. Given proposed phasing, it appears likely that after the construction of Phase 7A but 
before construction of Phase 7B, there may be two temporary, 108-130~ft-long stubs in 
Drakes Bay East south of Meadow View Drive. At a minimum, the plan should call for the 
temporary placement of an End of Road (OM4-3) marker on the centerline at the end of 
each stub. A plan note should be included calling for the removal of the two markers 
upon extending the road Into Phase 7B. 

23. The same sign legend appears on each of several sheets. The plan should clarify that this 
sign legend I sign quantity table applies to the entire plan1 not just the particular sheet 
on which it appears. Also, reflecting earlier comments, the table should include: 
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a. A left-only+ through-only+ right-only lane Control {R3-8b) sign (for SB Wixom 
approach to Drakes Bay.) 

b. One Lane Control (R3-8 modified) sign, specifically a left-only+ shared through/right 
sign, not two as now listed {for WB Drakes Bay). 

c. Two diagrammatic Keep Right (R4-7) signs, not two as now listed (for the west end of 
the west boulevard island and the east end of the east boulevard island). 

d. A total of 14 street-name signs, not seven. Per City standards (available from the City 
Engineering Division), the street-name signs at the Wixom/Drakes Bay East intersection 
will be larger than the internal signs. 

e. A total of eight No Parking Symbol signs {R8-3, 12-inch size), mounted on four posts 
(two on each U-street island). 

f. Two End of Roadway (OM4-3) object markers (red reflective diamond panels) (for 
temporary placement in Drakes Bay East prior to construction of Phase 7B). 

Sincerely, 
.CLEARZONING, INC. 

Rodney L. Arroyo, AICP 
President 

Attachment: 

William A. Stimpson, P.E. 
Director of Traffic Engineering 

Goog!e street-level photo of SB Wixom Rd approach to Drakes Bay 
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Southbound Wixom Road Approach to Drakes Bay 
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cityofnovi.org 

Property Characteristics 

Recommendation 

PLAN REVIEW CENTER REPORT 
December 27, 2012 

Revised Preliminary Landscape Review 
Meadows of Island Lake JSP# 12-0065 

Approval of the Revised Preliminary Site Plan for Meadows of Island Lake JSP#12-65 Is 
recommended provided the Applicant receives the necessary waivers from the 
Planning Commission. 

Ordinance Considerations 
Adjacent to Residential- Buffer {Sec. 2509.3.a.l 

1. The project is completely surrounded by residentially zoned properties. There are 
no requirements for buffering between residentially zoned properties. 

Ad!acent to Public Rights-of-Way- Berm (Wall) & Buffer (Sec. 2509.3.b.) 
l. The project property is adjacent to public right of ways on Dinser, Ten Mile and 

Wixom roads. A thirty four foot (34') wide landscaped greenbelt and berm is 
required at the exterior road frontages. The non-access greenbelt has been 
adjusted so as not to include any portion of proposed lots. The Applicant has 
met these requirements with the exception of discontinuing the berms in areas 
where existing mature vegetation and protected trees are to be preserved. 
The discontinuation of the berms In the locations of existing vegetation would 
require a Planning Commission waiver. Staff would support the waiver. 

2. Berms have been discontinued where located adjacent to proposed storm 
basins along Wixom Road. A landscape berm Is required In this location or a 
waiver will be necessary from the Planning Commission. Staff would support the 
waiver as the Wixom Road basin is the continuation of an existing basin with no 
existing berm. The Applicant has proposed significant landscape along this 
buffer zone as a screen for the basin. The Applicant has further provided 
additional plantings at the main basin in areas off the subject site but on Island 
Lake property. These will enhance the existing basin. 

Street Tree Requirements (Sec. 2509.3.b.} 
1. Street tree requirement calculations have been provided. 

a. The Applicant has met the requirement for street trees on proposed internal 
roadways. 

b. The Applicant has met the requirement for street trees on proposed external 
roadways. Sub-canopy trees have been substituted for full size canopy trees 
where overhead utility lines exist as allowed under the ordinance. 

2. The Applicant has met landscape requirements at proposed cul-de-sac islands. 



Revised Preliminary Landscape Plan 
Meadows of Island Lake 

Parking Landscape (Sec. 2509.3.c.) 
1. No public parking areas have been proposed. 

Bulldlng Foundation landscape (Sec. 2509.3.d.l 
1 . No public buildings are proposed. 

Plant list (lDM) 

December 2ij 2012 
Page2of 3 

1. The Plant List meets the requirements of the Ordinance and Landscape Design 
Manual. 

Planting Details & Notations (LDM) 
1. Planting Details and Notations meet the requirements of the Ordinance and 

landscape Design Manual. 

Irrigation (Sec. 2509 3.f.(6){b)) 
1. All landscape areas are required to be irrigated. A note has been provided 

stating that the existing irrigation system will be appropriately modified in the 
area of the addition . 

.. General. 
1. Woodland and Wetland reviews will be completed by the City Consultant upon 

submittal of the Preliminary Site Plan. 
2. Please specify a native seed mix for the interior of storm basins. 

Please follow guidelines of the Zoning Ordinance and Landscape Design 
Guidelines. This review is a summary and not intended to substitute for any 
Ordinance. For the landscape requirements, see the Zoning Ordinance 
landscape section on 2509, Landscape Design Manual and the appropriate 
items in the applicable zoning classification. Also see the Woodland and 
Wetland review comments. 

4~7--~--
Re~vve'd b~David R. Beschke, RLA 
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Financial Requirements Review 
To ecomple e a 1meo F1na S1 e Pan evrew. b I t d t f f . I 't I R ' 

If em Amount Verified Adjustment Comments 
Full $ 151,416 Includes street frees. 
Landscape Does not include irrigation costs. 
Cost Estimate 
Final $2,271.24 1.5% of full cost estimate 
Landscape Any adjustments to the fee must be paid in full 
Review Fee prior to stamping set submittal. 

Financial Requirements (Bonds & Inspections} 
Require 

Item d Amount Verified Comments 
Landscape YES $171,416 Does not include street trees. 
Cost Estimate Includes irrigation. 
Landscape YES $257,124 This financial guarantee is based upon 150% of the verified 
Financial cost estimate. For Commercial, this letter of credit is due 
Guaranty prior to the issuance of a Temporary Certificate of 

Occupancy. 
For Residential this is letter of credit is due prior to pre-
construction meeting. 

Landscape YES $ 10,284.96 For projects up to $250,000, this fee is $500 or 6 % of the 
Inspection Fee· amount of thetandscape cost estimate, whichever is 
(Development greater. 
Review Fee 
Schedule This cash or check is due prior to the Pre-Construction 
3/15/99) meeting. 
Landscape YES $ 1,542.74 This fee is 15% of the Landscape Inspection Fee. 
Administration This cash or check is due prior to the Pre-Construction 
Fee meeting. 
(Development 
Review Fee 
Schedule 
3/15/99} 
Transformer NO $0 $500 per transformer if not included above. 
Financial For Commercial this letter of credit is due prior to the 
Guarantee issuance of a Temporary Certificate of Occupancy. 

For Residential this is letter of credit is due prior to pre-
construction meeting. 

Street Tree YES $ 103,200 $400 per tree. 
Financial 
Guaranty 
Street Tree YES $6,192 6% of the Street Tree Bond as listed above. 
Inspection Fee 
Street tree YES $6,450 $25 per tree. 
Maintenance 
Fee 
Landscape YES $ 17,141 I 0% of verified cost estimate due prior to release of 
Maintenance Financial Guaranty. 
Bond 
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Environmental Consulting & Technology, Inc. 

January 21, 2013 

Ms. Barbara McBeth 
Deputy Director of Community Development 
City of Novi 
45175 W. Ten Mile Road 
Novi, Michigan 48375 

Re: The Meadows of Island Lake of Novi 
Wetland Review of the Revised Preliminary Site Plan 
JSP12-0065 

Dear Ms. McBeth: 

Environmental Consulting & Technology, Inc. (ECT) has reviewed the Revised Preliminary Site 
Plan (Plan) for the proposed The Meadows of Island Lake of Novi project prepared by Alpine 
Engineering, Inc. dated December 21, 2012. The Plan was reviewed for conformance with the 
City of Novi Wetland and Watercourse Protection Ordinance and the natural features setback 
provisions in the Zoning Ordinance. ECT previously visited the site on October 31, 2012 with 
tile AppliCant's wetland consultant (King & MacGre~gor Environmental) for the purpose of a 
Wetland Boundary Delineation .. 

During the Wetland Boundary Delineation, two areas of on-site wetland were delineated and 
flagged. The northernmost wetland appears to be the result of a man-made 
depression/excavation and is considered non-essential by ECT. · The southernmost wetland 
appears to be a City of Novi essential wetland but not regulated by the MDEQ. The wetland 
boundaries appear to be accurately depicted on the Plan. 

The proposed development is located north of Ten Mile Road and east of Wixom Road in 
Section 20. The proposed project involves the construction of a 2-phase site condominium 
development {totaling 74 units), associated roads and utilities and two stormwater detention 
basins. 

What follows is a summary of our findings regarding on-site wetlands associated with the 
proposed project. 

Wetland Impact Review 
As previously noted, two (2) relatively small areas of emergent wetland exist on this parcel 
totaling 0.17 acres of wetland (see Figure 1). The following table summarizes the existing 
wetlands and the proposed wetland impacts: 
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Table 1. Proposed Wetland Impacts 

Wetland Wetland City Regulated? MDEQ 

Area Area Regulated? 
(acres) 

A 0.03 City Regulated No 
/Non-Essential 

B 0.14 City Regulated No 
/Essential 

TOTAL 0.17 -- --

Impact Impact 
Area (acre) Volume (cubic 

yards) 

0.03 Information 
Not Provided 

0.14 Information 
Not Provided 

0.17 Information 
Not Provided 

Based on the essentiality criteria outlined in the City of Nevi's Wetland and Watercourse 
Protection Ordinance, ECT believes that Wetland A does not appear to be City-essential 
wetland. Wetland A appears to be a man-made depression located along an existing 
property/lot boundary. This wetland area is dominated by Phragmites (common reed), an 
invasive species. It is ECT's opinion that this wetland area is a non-essential wetland and is not 
deemed essential to the preservation of the natural resources of the city because it does not 
appear to meet one or more of the essentiality criteria set forth in the City's Wetland and 
Watercourse Protection Ordinance (subsections 12-174(b)(1)- (10)). 

Wetland B on the south side of the project site, appears to be considered essential by the city as 
it appears to meet one or more of the essentiality criteria set forth in the City's Wetland and 
Watercourse Protection Ordinance (i.e., storm water storage/flood control, wildlife habitat, 
etc.). 

This information has been noted in the Proposed Wetland Impacts table, above. Because 
neither wetland is contiguous to or within 500 feet of any inland lakes, streams or ponds and is 
less than five acres in size, they do not appear to be regulated by the Michigan Department of 
Environmental Quality. 

The filling of Wetland A is proposed for the purpose of constructing Lots 16 and 17. The filling of 
Wetland B is proposed for the purpose of constructing Lots 48, 49 and 50. 

In addition to wetland impacts, the Plan also specifies impacts to the 25-foot natural features 
setbacks. As with the Preliminary Site Plan submittal, the current Plan does not indicate the 
impact areas (i.e., calculated area in square feet) associated with the proposed disturbance to 
the 25-foot wetland setbacks. This inform~tion is necessary in order to complete an 
Authorization to Encroach the Regulated 25-Foot Wetland Setback at the time of project 
permitting. This information should be provided on the Final Site Plan. 
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Comments 

The following are repeat comments from ECT's Wetland Review of the Preliminary Site Plan 
letter dated December 3, 2012. The current status of each comment follows in bold italics. It 
should be noted that the Applicant's Engineer stated in their preliminary site plan review 
response letter dated December 21, 2012 that the wetland items noted in our previous review 
letter would be addressed at the time of Final Site Plan. 

1. Neither Wetlands A nor Wetland B appear to be MDEQ-regulated. Both Wetland A and 
Wetland B appear to be regulated be the City of Novi, however only Wetland B appears to 
be considered essential (i.e., exhibit storm water storage function as well as provide wildlife 
habitat). Wetlands deemed essential by the City of Novi require the approval of a use 

. permit for any proposed Impacts to the wetland. 

This item still applies. The proposed wetland impacts will require a City of Novi Wetland 
and Watercourse Permit as well as an Authorization to Encroach the 25-Foot Wetland 
Setback letter. 

2. The Plan does not appear to currently indicate the impact areas associated with the 
proposed disturbance to the 25-foot wetland setbacks. The impact areas should be noted 
C>l1 tile Plan. ·· ··· ·· ·· 

This item has not been addressed. The impacts to the wetland buffers {25-foot wetland 
setbacks) shall be indicated and quantified on the Plan. The wetland buffer impact 
Information (i.e., calculated area in square feet) associated with the proposed disturbance 
to the 25-foot wetland setbacks is necessary in order to complete an Authorization to 
Encroach the Regulated 25·Foot Wetland Setback at the time of project permitting. This 
information should be provided on the Final Site Plan. 

Permits 
It appears as though a City of Novi Wetland and Watercourse Minor Use ·Permit and an 
Authorization to Encroach the 25-Foot Natural Features/Wetland Setback would be required for 
the proposed impacts. It does not appear that a MDEQ Wetland Permit is required. 
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Recommendation 
ECT recommends conditional approval of the Revised Preliminary Site Plan with the condition 
that the above comments be satisfactorily addressed in the Final Site Plan. 

If you have any questions regarding the contents of this letter, please contact us. 

Respectfully submitted, 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING & TECHNOLOGY, INC. 

l~.qfAL;I 
Pete Hill, P.E. 
Senior Associate Engineer 

cc: David Beschke, City of Novi, Licensed Landscape Architect 
Kristen Kapelanski, AICP, City of Novi Planner 
Angela Pawlowski, City of Novi, Senior Customer Service 

I 

Attachments: Figure 1 
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Figure 1. Approximate wetland locations. 
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I 
Environmental Consulting & Technology, Inc. 

2200 Commonwt~alth 
Boulevard, SuiliJ 300 

Ann Arbor. Ml 
48105 

(734) 
769-3004 

FAX(734) 
76g-3t84 

January 21, 2013 

Ms. Barbara'McBeth 
Deputy Director of Community Development 
City of Novi 
45175 West Ten Mile Road 
Novi, Ml 48375 

Re: The Meadows of Island Lake of Novi 
Woodland Review of the Revised Preliminary Site Plan 
JSP12-0065 

Dear Ms. McBeth: 

Environmental Consulting & Technology, Inc. (ECT) has reviewed the Revised Preliminary Site Plan 
{Plan) for the proposed The Meadows of Island Lake of Novi project prepared by Alpine Engineering, 
Inc. dated December 21, 2012. The Plan and supporting documentation were reviewed for 
conformance with the City of Novi Woodland Protection Ordinance Chapter 37 . 

. The proposed d~VE!lQpment is lqcated. n()rthof J en M He Road and. east oJ Wixom Road in Section 20 .. 
The proposed project involves the construction of a 2-phase site condominium development 
{totaling 74 units), associated roads and utilities and two stormwater detention basins. 

What follows is a summary of our findings regarding on-site woodlands associated with the proposed 
project. 

Onslte Woodland Evaluation 
ECT has previously reviewed the City of Novi Official Woodlands Map and completed an onsite 
Woodland Evaluation on December 4, 2012. ECT found that the information provided on the Tree 
List {Sheet L-6) appears to accurately depict the location, species composition and the size of the 
existing trees. ECT took numerous diameter-at-breast-height (d.b.h.} measurements and found that 
the data provided ln the Tree List was consistent with the field measurements. The surveyed trees 
have been marked with metal tags on fishing line, allowing ECT to compare the reported diameters 
to the existing tree diameters in the field. · 

The entire site is just over 40 acres with regulated woodland mapped across several areas on the 
western side of the property. The site contains sections of relatively-open field as well as the existing 
Dinser's Nursery on the northern portion of the site. On-site woodland is dominated by black cherry, 
box elder, cottonwood, silver maple, black walnut and several other species. Several large black 
walnut (Jug!ans nigra} trees are located along Dinser Street in the southeast corner of the property, 
These trees range from 7-inches d.b.h. to 33-inches d.b.h. The Plan currently proposes to preserve 
these high-quality black walnut trees. · 

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer 
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Woodland Impact Review 
Per summary calculations on the Woodland Plan (Sheet L-5), the current Plan proposes the removal 
of 143 live trees with d.b.h. greater than or equal to 8 Inches, requiring a total of 220 replacement 
credits. The Plan states that 180 Woodland Credits cari be achieved via preservation of Non
Woodland Trees. This results in a total of 40 Woodland Replacement Trees required, according to 
the Plan. 

After review of the Tree List (Sheet L-6), ECT tallied a total of 141 regulated trees to be removed 
(several of these trees have multiple stems). In addition, ECT tallied a total of 220 Woodland 
Replacement Trees required. This is consistent with the quantity shown on the Woodland Plan 
(Sheet l-5). 

Woodland Replacement Review 
The Plan is seeking a total of 180 Woodland Replacement Credits for the preservation of Non
Woodland Trees. This information is found on the Tree List (Sheet L-5}. Based on our tally of 220 
Woodland Replacements required, less the 180 Woodland Credits of Non-Woodland Tree 
Preservation, it appears as though the Applicant would be responsible for a total of 40 Woodland 
Replacement Trees. Currently, the Plan appears to propose 30 Woodland Replacement trees {8 
sugar maple, 8 tulip tree, 7 red oak and 7 silver linden) to be located around the Proposed Detention 

.. Basin f\lo~.1 .. i.nthe northwestcornerof the property. It ts c:urrently not clearwoere t111'lremaining JO 
required Woodland Replacement Tree requirements will be planted, or if the Applicant intends to 
pay into the City of Novi Tree Fund for the remaining required credits. 

Comments 

The following are repeat comments from ECT's Woodland Review of the Preliminary Site Plan Letter 
dated December 4, 2012. The current status of each comment follows in bold italics. It should be 
noted that the Applicant's Engineer stated in their preliminary site plan review response letter dated 
December 21, 2012 that the woodland items noted in our previous review letter would be addressed 
at the time of Final Site Plan. 

1. A Woodland Permit from the City of Novi would be required for proposed impacts to any 
trees 8-inch d.b.h. or greater. Such trees shall be relocated or replaced by the permit 
grantee. All replacement trees shall be two and one-half (2 %) inches caliper or greater. 

This comment continues to be applicable. 

2. One of the species listed in the Replacement Tree List on the Landscape Plan (Sheet No. L-1} 
is not acceptable as a Woodland Replacement Tree in Novi. This species, Silver Linden (Tilia 
tomentosa) is not listed as an accepted species in the City of Novi's Woodland Tree 
Replacement Chart found in the Woodland Ordinance (Chapter 37) or in the Suggested Plant 
Materials List found in the City of Nevi's Landscape Design Manual. This should be· 
addressed in subsequent site plan submittals. 

Refer to the Woodland Tree Replacement Chart and Reforestation Credit Table in the 
Woodland Ordinance for guidance on acceptable native tree species and other types of 
native woodland vegetation that can count toward woodland replacement credits. 
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This comment continues to be applicable and should be addressed in the Final Site Plan. 

3. ECT suggests that the Applicant review the number of Regulated Woodland Trees being 
removed as well as the number or Woodland Replacement Trees required and make any 
revisions to the Plan, as necessary. 

This comment no longer applies. 

4. The Applicant will be required to pay the City of Novi Tree Fund at a value of $400/credit for 
any Woodland Replacement tree credits that cannot be placed on-site. 

This comment continues to be applicable. Currently, the Plan proposes 30 Woodland 
Replacement trees (8 sugar maple, 8 tulip tree, 7 red oak and 7 silver linden) to be located 
around the Proposed Detention Basin No. 1 In the northwest corner of the property. It Is 
currently not clear where the remaining 10 required Woodland Replacement Trees will be 
planted. Please indicate on the Final Site Plan whether or not all 40 replacement trees are 
being placed on-site, or if some of the required credits will be paid into the City of No vi Tree 
Fund. 

Recommendation 
ECT recommends approval of the Revised Preliminary Site Plan for Woodlands, contingent upon the 
Applicant satisfactorily addressing the comments outlined above. 

If you have any questions regarding the contents of this letter, please contact us. 

Respectfully submitted, 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING & TECHNOLOGY, INC. 

Pete Hill, P.E. 
Senior Associate Engineer 

cc: David Beschke, City of Novi, licensed l<~ndscape Architect 
Kristen Kapelanski, AICP, City of Novi Planner 
Angela Pawlowski, City of Novi, Senior Customer Service 
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CllY COUNCIL 

Mayor 
Bob Gatt 

Mayor Pro Tern 
Dave Staudt 

Terry K. Margolis 

Andrew Mutch 

Justin Fischer 

Wayne Wrobel 

laura Marie Casey 

City Manager 
Clay J. Pearson 

Director of Public Safety 
Chief of Pollee 
David E. Molloy 

Director of EMS/Fire Operations 
Jeffery R. Johnson 

Asslst11nt Chief of Pollee 
Victor C.M. Lauria 

Assistant Chief of Pollee 
Jerrod S. Hart 

Nov! Public Safety Administration 
45125 W. Ten Mile Road 
Novi, Michigan 48375 
248.348.7100 
248.347.0590 fax 

cityofnovi.org 

October 19, 2012 

November 20, 2012 

January 18, 2013 REVISED 

TO: Barbara McBeth, Deputy Director of Community Development 
Joseph Shelton, Fire Marshal 

RE: Meadows of Island Lake of Novi 

SP#: JSPI2~0065 

ProJect Description: 
Proposed construction and/or addition of 75 Residential Lots, in Phase# 1 
& #2. 

Comments: 
All water mains and fire hydrant spacing appear to conform to roadway 
and distance requirements. 

All Fire Apparatus turning radius distances conform to AHJ requirements 
of 50' outside & 30' inside turning radii. 

Secondary Emergency Access, as required by Novi Ordinance is 
acceptable using Acorn Trail Dr to the north of phase #2. 

Recommendation: 
The above plan has been reviewed and is recommended for Approval. 

Complete engineering plans would need to be reviewed for a full 
approval prior to construction. This item is addressed in Alpine 
Engineering's response letter dated 12/21/2012. 

This review is consistent with previous reviews dated Oct 19th, Nov 20 
2012. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Copeland - Inspector 11/CFPE 
City of Novi - Fire Dept. 

cc: file 



APPLICANT RESPONSE LETTER 



February 5, 2013 

Kristen Kapelanski, AICP 
City of Novf Community Developrnent Department 
45175 \1\/est 10 Mile Road 
Nevi, Michigan 48375 

Re: The Meadows of Island Lake Novi 
Lake Expansion 

""'"''"""",.., Preliminary Plan Submittal 
(City of Novi Revievv JSP#12-65) 

Dear Kristen: 

We have reviewed all the comments in the staff anc consultant review letters and 
understand that the letters recommend approval of the Preliminary Srte Plan We are in 
agreement with the comments which will be addressed as part of the Final Site Plan. 
Furthermore, the applicant agrees to not increase the total units allowed to 916 units in 
the entire Island Lake of RUD development as requested 

Enclosed, please eleven (11) sets of the previously submitted Preliminary Site Plan 
drawings, dated December 21, 2012, with no changes or revisions made and a cd wlth 
pdf's of the pfans for the February 13. 2013 public hearing and Planning Commission 
consideration. 

If you have any questions or require additional information please fee! free to call our 
office at (248) 926-3701. 

Regards, 
Alpine Engineering, Inc. 

\ 
\csr-.......-...., 

Tom Gizonl, PE 

Enclosures: 

cc: Mike Noles, Toll Bros., Inc. 
Jason Minock, Toll Bros., Inc. 
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